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c. EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
.  .  .  ........  ,•  .' 
In  Agenda 2000  the Commission pr?posed to  bring together the different  forms of 
pre-accession support provided by .the Dnion in  a _single  framework,  the  Accession. 
Partnerships.  Within this  framework the  Commission proposed  to  work with the 
applicants on the basis of a  clearly defined  programm~ to ~prepare', for membership, 
involving commitments by the applicants to particular priorities and to a calendar for . 
carrying  therri  out.  :  ..  At its  meeting  o~ 12-13  Decemb~r 1997,  the  Luxembourg 
European· Council  endorsed the  Accession  Partnership  as' a  n~w instrument  which 
.  "  .  •  .  '  __.1  . 
would be the key feature of  the enhanced pre-accession  strategy.  · 
The Council has adbpted Regulation [ ·  ] on assistance to  the applicant countries in 
central -and  easte~ Europe  in the  framework of the- pre-accession  strat~gy, and  in 
'  particular on the establishllent of  Access,ion Partnerships.  .  '  . 
That Regulation states in Article 2 ·that "following a proposal by the Comn~1ssion, the 
Council shall decide by'  qualified majority on -the  principles, priorities, intennediate 
objectives and conditions contained .in the individual Accession Partnerships, as they 
will he submitted. to each-applicant  co uri try,. as  well  as  on  subsequent  significant 
· - adjustt11ents applicable to them".  ..  .  ' 
.  -
- ' 
ln. the Luxembourg European Council Conclusions, the Coui1cil, und~rtook :to decid; 
on these by 15 March._ 
The  current  propo~al_  contains  individual  Decisions· to  be  adopted  setting  out  the 
. principles, priorities, intermediate objective and .conditions for each country. 
/ 
I11  view of the timescale fixed by the Luxe1~bourg  Europe~n Council for the adoption 
·· of  the  framework  Regulation an.d  the  absence _at  this  stage  of a  Decision  on that 
proposal, the Com;nission considers it  opportune to. submit now this  draft proposal 
informally. Naturally this proposal cannot be adopted by the Council until adoption of 
tl}e frame\vork reJ,u'ration in conformity \vith  u~ual p1'ocedures,  · Council Decision 
on 
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectivl(s and conditions 
.  contained in the Accession Partnership j  ith Bulgaria  . ·  ... 
I 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,  I 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Col  mmnity; 
. Having _;egard  to ·Regulation [  .  .  ] on assistance to tJ  :·  applicant countries in the 
framework of the  pre-accession  strategy,  and  in partic'J ar  on -the  establislm1ent  o.f 
Accession Partnerships and iri particular to Article 2;  j  ·  ·  -· 
. Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
~. 
Whereas  the  European  Council  of  Luxembourg  has  stated  that  the  Accession 
Partnership  IS  a ·new  instrument,  the  key  feature  of i  1e  enhanced  pre-accession  ..___ 
strategy;  .  ,  - I  ,  _  .  .  · 
Whereas  Regulation [  ] sets  out that the  Council  sh~ J decide  on the  principles, 
priorities, intermediate objectives, significant agjustmenl : and conditions applicable 
to each individual Accession Partnership;  ~ 
Whereas COI1mmnity  assistance is  conditional upon the  espect of the commitments 
. contained in the. Europe  Agreen'1ents  and  upon  progres  towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria;  / 
Whereas· it is  appropriate that the  implementation of tf.  Accession  Partnership be 
monitored in pmiicular in the framework of the Europe Agreement; 
Whereas  the  Commission's  Opinion  presented  an  objective  analysis  on  Bulgaria 
preparations  for  membership  and  identified  a  number of priority/ areas  for  further 
worl<;; -HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1· 
The Accession Partnership for Bulgaria_ will contain, in- a6cordance ~vith ArtiCle 2 of 
Regulation [  · ], the principles, priorities; intermediate objectives and conditions set 
-out in the mmex which forms an integral part of  this Decision  .. 
Article 2 
Implementation of the AccessiQ.n  ~artnership will  b~ ~onitored in the  framework _of 
the Europe Agreement. 
Article 3 
This Decision shall enter into force on 15 March  1998~ 
Doi1e at .. 
For the Council 
..  '  ~ 
/ 
·>- r }3ulgaria' 
·ANNEX 
1.  ·objectives 
The  purpose  of the  Accession Partnership is  to  set out  in  a  single  framework  the 
priority areas for further work identified in the Commission's.Opinion on Bulgaria's 
application for membership of the European Un_ion,  the financial mean$ available to · 
help Bulgaria implement these priorities and the  con~itions whicl).  will apply to that 
assistance.  The  Accession  Partnership  will  provide  a  framework  for  a  number of 
policy  instruments  which  will  be. used: ·to  help  the  candidate  countries  in  their 
preparations for  members4ip.  These will  include inter alia the National Programme 
for  the· Adoption of the  Acquis to  be adopted by  Bulgaria~ the Joint Assessment, of 
Economic Policy Priorities, the Pact against organised crime and the internal market 
road maps .. 
· 2.  Priorities 
The main priority areas identified for each candidate country relate. to  their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can 'be grouped under three broad headings: 
democracy, the rule of law, human rights and· the protection of 
minorities 
the economy 
· meeting the obligations of  me~bership 
The Accession Partnerships will indicate that Bulgaria will have to  address all  issues 
identified in the Opinion. 
In view of  the fact that the Opinion highlighted the serious difficulties which Bulgaria 
\Viii face  in. coping with competitive pressures and market forces within the  Unim~ in 
the medium term, Bulgaria needs to make considerable further efforts in o·rder to meet 
the economic conditions for  membership.  Despite the  progress that has been made,  .... 
Bulgaria  needs  to  transpose·  and  ta~e  on  the  essential  elements  of the  acquis  · 
parti~ularly as regards the internal market. 
3.  Priorities and Intermediate Objectives 
Drawing on the analysis ofthe Commission's Opinion and the Council's discussion of 
tliis, the. following short and medium term priorities and intermediate: objectives have 
been identified for Bul~aria: 
. The priorities have been· divided  into  t\VO  groups.  The first  should be-completed or , 
. taken  forward  in  1998  in  order to  be  included  in  the  Commission's  report to  the 
European Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to 
'  '  . compl~te. Whilst work is  already likely -to  start on some of these in  1998~ for  ot~ers 
-:  · this depends on ~teps taken in 1998. 
! 
. .  .  .  .  . 
Bulgru:ia will  be invited to  draw UP.  a National programme for the  Adopti~n of. the: . 
Acquis (NPAA) by the end of March which should set out a timetable for achieving· 
these priorities, intermediate objectives and, wh,ere  possi~le and relevant,'indicate the 
n~.cessary staff and financial resources.  , 
3.1  .  Short-term (19.98)  · 
, •  Economic reform:  establishment of medium-term  ~conomic policy priorities and -
joint assessment within the  framework of the Europe  agreement;  pursuit of the 
programme  launched  by  the  ·Government,"  including · privatisation  of  state 
enterprises and banks and restructuring measures in industry, fj.nancial  sector and 
agriculture and measures to en.courage increased foreign direct in\iestment. 
•  . Reinforcement of institutional and. administrative  capacity:  adoption of  the 
draft .civil  service  law  and -progress  iri. public  aaministration reform  as  well .as 
· institutional  strengthening  in  the  areas ,...of  internal  financial  control  capacity, 
. environment,  nuclear-safety  and  customs  policy'  reinforcement of phytosanitary 
· an~ veterinary administrations, pa11icularly as regards facilities' at  e~ternal borders, 
begin 'to set up structures needed for regional and structural policy.  ·  . " 
•  Internal  Market:  including  in  the  areas  of intellectual  and  industrial  property  · 
rights (strengthening of erlforcert}ent of protection), financial  s~rvices, taxation, the 
.  'establishment of  a first state aid inventory, the adoption ofthe necessary legislative 
framev.,•ork for state· aid !llOnitoring and the adoption of  a new COmpetition law.  . 
•  Justice  and  Home Affairs:  concrete  steps  to  combat  corruption  and  organised 
. crime. and improve border management~  ,  . 
•  · Environment:  continue  transposition of  framework  legislation;  establishment of 
implementation  of  detailed  approximation  programmes . and  imple~entation 
-strategies  related  to  indiviaual  acts.  Planping  arid  ·commencement  of 
implementation ofth~se programmes and, strategies.  · 
•  . Energy: in particular ·establishing a comp~ehensi~e, long terri)., energy strategy and  ,~ 
·.  respect of nuclear  safety  standards· and  realistic  plant -closure  commitments  as 
entered-into in the Nuclear Safety Account Agreement. 
3.2  Medium-term 
•- Political  criteria:  further  effort~ to  integrate  the  Roma  and' protect· iadividual 
· liberties. 
•  E~onomic reform: complete the privatisation process. Strengthen market eco~omy 
·institutions.  ..  ·  .  _  .  ·  . 
•  Economic -policy:. regular  review  of the  joint assess~ent. of economic  policy · 
priorities,  within  the  Europe  Agreement  framework,  focusing  on· satisfying  the 
Copenhagen ·criteria for  membership of the Union  and the acquis )n the area of 
· economic and.monetary policy {co-ordination of economic policies,  submi~sion of 
convergence programrm!s, avoidance of  ~xcessive deficits); B\llgaria:is expected to .. pursue _policies  which  aim  to  achieve  real  convergence  in  accordance  with  the 
Union's  objectives of economic  and  s~~ial cohesion,  and nominal. COn\Zergence 
compatible with the ultimate. goal of-adoption of the euro; Bulgaria i~ not expected 
to adopt the euro immediately upon accession.  J 
•  Reinforcement  of institutional  and  administrative  capacity:  completion  of 
reform at all levels, including training for civil servants;  improved operation of the ' 
judicial  system;  further  development of the  Nat~onar .Audit  Office  and  internal 
financial  control  structures;  establishment of anti-:trust  and  state  aid .monitoring 
.  bodies; improvements in accounting, auditing and statistics and nuclear regulatory 
authority; reinforcement of  justice.and home affairs institutions (ensuring sufficient 
.  .'  .  \  .  . 
and. properly  trained  personnel),  and'  the  reinforcement  of  food  control 
administrations. 
•  Internal Market:  jncluding alignment of competition policy, state aids, customs, 
taxation, public procurement legislation, upgr<l;ding of standardisation, confortnity 
assessment  structures and  establishment  of a  market  surveillance  system  and 
harmonisation of technical  legislation on  industrial  standards.  Reinforcement of -
competition  authorities,  further  alignment  of competition  law. and  the  credible 
enforcement of competition rules, promotion of enterprise development, including 
SME's, alignment with the acquis in  the fields  of telecoms;  cons~mer protection 
and -the internal energy market.  . 
•  Justice  and  home  affairs:  deyelopment  of effective  border  management  and 
frontier  control' systems,  implementation  of  migration  policy  and  asylum 
procedures as weH  as  the -fight against organised crime _and  corruption, notably in 
view of  the Schengen acquis. 
•  Agriculture:  including  the  land  restitution  process  and  establishment  of  a 
_functioning  ·land  . market,  alignment · with  the  agricultural  acquis  (including 
veterinary  and  phytosanitary . matters,  in·. particular  external  border  controls). 
Developrpent of the capaci-ty to  implement and enforce the CAP, in particular the 
fundamental management mechanisms and administrative structures to monitor the· 
agricultural  markets  and  implement  structural  and  rural  deve~opment measures,  ' 
· adoption  and  implementation. of the  veterinary  and  phytosanitary  requirements, 
upgrading· of-certain  food  processing ·  es.tablisru:nents  and  testing  and  diagnostic 
facilities, restructuring of the agri~food sector. 
•  Energy:  implementation  of  a  comprehensive  policy  including  respect  of 
_Bulgaria's coriunitments on the·phased closure of  certain units of  Kozloduy nuclear 
power plant, decommissioning ~,IDd nuclear waste management plan. 
•  Transport:  further efforts on alignment to  acquis  in particular on mariti_!lle,  air 
and road freight  transport (safety rules) and to  provide necessary  investment for 
· transport infrastrUcture, notably extension of  trans-European-networks. 
· •  Employment .  and  social  affairs:  development  of appropriate  labour  market 
structures and joint review of employment policies as  preparation~ for participation 
in  EU · co-ordination;  alignment  of labour  and  occupational  health  and  safety · 
legislation and development of enforcement structures, in particular early adoption 
of the  framework  directive on health  arid  safety  at  work;  enforcement of equal 
.opportunities  between  women_  and  men;  further  development  of  activ.e, 
autonomous social· dialogue; development of adequate social protection, undertake 
steps tq bring public health standards into line with EU norms •  Environment: development of monitoring and implementat_ion control structures 
and  capacities,  continuous  plarining  and  implementation  of approximation 
programmes related to individual legal acts.  A particular" emphasis should be given 
to-the water sector including its institutional n!quire.ments. 
•  Regional policy  and.  cohesion:  introduction  of legal  basis  and  development of 
- · administrative  structures  and  budgetary  procedures.  .  Strengthen  financial . 
instruments  and  control  mechanisms  in  order  to  participate  in  EU  structural 
programmes.· 
· 4.  Programming  ~ 
The Phare. allocation for the period  1995-1997 has totalled 212 r:necu.  Subject to the 
approval of the Phare pudget for the remaining period, the Commission will confirm_ 
the  allocations for 1998 and  1999. In addition, Bulgaria is  eligibh! for support from 
the  "catch-up"  facility ..  Financi~l  proposals . will  be  submitted  to  the  Phare · . 
Management Committee as provided for in Regulation 3906/89. Joint financing by the 
applicant  countries  will  be· systematically  required  for  all  investment  projects  .. 
·Financial assistance frointhe·year 2000 onwards will comprise aid for agriculture and 
a structural  instrument which will  give  priority  to  measures simiiar to  the  cohesion 
furid.  ·  .  . .  . 
5.  Conditionality 
Community  assistanc.e  will  be  conditional  on Bulgaria respec_t  of its  commitments 
under  the  Europe. Agreement  as  well  as  continued  progress. in  fulfilment  of_ the 
Copenhagen  criteria.  Failure  to  respect  these  general  conditions  could  lead  to  a 
decision by  the  Council  on  the  suspensic~m of financial. assistance  on the  basis  of 
Article 4 of Regulation [- ].  Specific project related conditions will be agreed in 
each Financihg M~morandum.  -
6.  Monitoring 
·The impl~mentation of the Accession Partnership will be monitored in the framework 
of the Europe Agreement. The Accession Partnership may· be  am~nded as necessary  .. 
and will be reviewed in 1999.  · - Council Decision 
on 
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions 
contained· in the Accession Partnership with the Czech Republic 
·THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community; 
Having regard to Regulation [  ] on assistance  ~o the applicant countries in the 
framework of the  pre-accession strategy,  and .in  particular  on the  establishment of. 
Accession Partnerships and in particular to Article 2; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas  the  European  Council  of Luxembourg  has  stated  that. the  Accession 
Partnership  is  a  new  instrument,  the  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-accession 
strategy; 
Whereas Regulation [  sets out that the Council shall decide  on the  principles, 
priorities, intermediate objectives, significant aajustments and conditioi1s  applicable 
to each individual Accession Partnership; 
Whereas Community assistance is ·conditional upon the  respect of the commitments 
c~ntained in the  Europe ·Agreements  and  upon  progress  towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria; 
Whereas  it  is  appropriate that the  implementation of the  Accession  Partnership  be 
·monitored in particular in the framework of  the Europe Agreement;  · 
Whereas  the  Commission's Opinion presented an  objective  arralysis  on the  Czech 
Republic's preparations for membership and identified a number of priority areas for 
further work;  · 
q HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 . 
.  . The Accession Partnership for the Czech Republic \vill  contain,  in accordance with · 
ArtiCle 2 of Regulation [  - ], Hie principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and 
conditions set Ol1tir: the annex whicli forms an iiltegral part of this Decision  .. 
·Article 2 
Implementatiowof the Accession Partnership will be  monitored in the frame\vork of 
the Europe Agreement. 
Article 3 
This Decision shall enter into force on 15 March 1998. 
Done at .. 
For the Council 
·/ 
- ./l. [) Czech Repubiic 
·ANNEX 
1.  Objectives 
The  purpose of the  Accession  Partnership  is  to  set  out in  a  single  framework  the 
priority  areas  for  further  work  identified  in  the  Commission's  Opinion  on  Czech 
Republic's application for  meinbership of the European Union.  the financial  means 
available  to  help  the  Czech Republic  implement these  priorities and the  conditions 
which  will  apply  to  that  assistance.  The  Accession  Partnership  \Vill  provide  a 
framework  for  a  number  of pol icy  instruments  which. will  be  t1sed  to' help  the · 
candidate countries  in their preparations for  membership.  These will  inch.ide  inter 
alia the National Programme for the Adoption of the Acquis to  be adopted by Czech 
Republic.  the  Joint  Assessment  of Economic  Policy  Priorities,  the  Pact  against 
organised crime and the internal market road maps. 
2.  Priorities 
The main priority areas identified for each candidate country relate to their ability to 
meet _the Copenhagen criteria and can qe grouped under three broad headings: 
democracy, the rule of law. human rights and the protection of 
minorities 
the economy 
meeting the obligations of membership 
The Accession Partnerships will indicate that Czech Republic will have to address all 
issues identified in the Opinion.  · 
3.  Priorities and Intermediate Objectives 
Dniwing.on the· analysis ofthe Commission's Opinion and the Council's discussion of 
this, the  follo~ving short and mediu111  term prioritie-s and iptermediate objectives have 
beenidentitied for Czech Republic. 
I 
The priorities have been divided into  twci  groups.  The first  should be completed or_ 
taken  forward  in  1998  in  ord~r to  be  included  in  the  Commission's  repo·rt  to  the 
European Council at the end o(l  998. The second are expected to take several years to . 
complete. Whilst work is  already likely to  start on some of these in  1998, for  others 
this depends on steps taken in 1998. 
-Czech Republic w_ill  be invited to draw up a National programme for _the  Adoption of . 
the  Acquis  (NPAA)  by  the  end. of March  which  should set out  a  timetable  for 
achieving these priorities, intermediate objectives and.  \vhere  possible and relevant, 
ihdicate the necessary staff and tinancial resources. 3.1  Short-term (1998) 
•  Economic reform: establishment of medium-te1m economic policy priorities and 
joint assessment \vi thin the framework of the Europe agreement;  implem~ntation of 
policies  to  maintain· both  inte~al. and  exte1nal  balance:  improveme_nt  of the 
fnimework for corporate governance, in particular by accelerating the restructuring 
of banks.  by  implementing  the  laws  reguiating  the  financial  sector  (banks  and 
investment companies), and by enforcing the supervision by the.new Securities and 
Exchange Commission.  -
•  Reinforcement-of institutional and administrative capacity: improving capacity 
. in banking sup~rvision securities, and insurance sectors.  internal financial control. 
environment,  agriculture,  reinforcement  of  p~ytosanitary  and  veterinttrv · 
administrations particularly as regards facilities at external borders. begin to  set up 
structures needed for regiona! and structural policy. 
•  · Internal Market: including in the areas of intellectual property rights (legislation 
and  enforcement),  and  c'ertification  and  standardisation  (further  alignment. of 
legislative  measures),  amendment  of <l:nti:..trust  la\v,  further  development  of the 
legisiative  framework  for  state  aid  control  and  increased  transparency  through 
subll)ission of  additional state aid inventory.  · 
•  Justice and Home Affairs:  development of  effective border ni.anagemeiit. 
•  Environment:  continue  transposition· of frari1ework  legislat'ipl1.  establishmen of 
. implementation  of  detailed  approximation  programm.es  an'd'·  implementation 
strategies  related  to  individual  acts.  Planning  and · comn1encement  of 
implementation of  these programmt!s and strategies. 
3.2  Medium-term 
•  Political criteria: further work on the  integration of the Roma.  StrenQthening of  ·- .  ......  .  .  .  .  - -
laws which guarantee press freedom. 
•  Economic  policy:  regular  revie\v  of the  joint assessment  of  econornic  policy 
.- -priorities,  within  the.  Europe  Agr.eement  framework,  focusing  on  satisfying  the 
I  Copenhagen criteria for  membership of the  Uniori  and the  acquis  in the area of. 
economic and monetary _policy (co-ordination of economic policies, submission of 
conv~rgence programmes, avoidance of excessive deficits); the Czech Republic is  · 
expected to pursHe policies whiCh aim to  a<:;hieve  real convergence in  accordance 
with  the  Union's  objectives  of economic  and  social  cohesion,  and ·nominal 
convergence compatible ·with the ultimate goal of adoption of the euro; the Czech 
Republic is not expected to adopt the euro immediately upon accession. 
•  Reinforcement of institutional  and  administrative  capacity:  continue  public 
administration  modernisation  policy;  improve  operation  of the  judicial  system, 
. customs, establishment of independent  bodies  fo~ supervision of data  prote~tion 
and for consumer protection; reinforcement of justice and home affairs institutions 
(ensuring sufficient .and  properly trained  personnel): completion of alignment of 
fin'ancial control capacity, the reinfor~ement of  food control administration. 
•  Internal  Market: _ including  alignment'  of  public  procurem~nt  legislation, 
:accounting legislation, dataprotection, financial services, indireCt taxation,' audio-. visual,  consumer  protection,  .  technical  legislation  industrial  products,  further 
development  of  standardisation  and  . conformity  assessment  bodies  and 
establishment  and  operation  of a  market  surveillance  system,  strengthening  of 
competition authorities, efficient enforcement of competition law,  completion of 
alignment  of competition ·law,  promotion  of enterpris~ development.  including 
SME's, alignment with the acquis in  the  fields  of telecoms, consumer protection 
and the internal energy market. 
•  Justice  and .  home  affairs:  development  of effective  border  management  and 
implementation of migration policy and reforms of asylum procedures as well as 
. the fight against drugs, organised crime and corruption, more effective operation of 
the judiciary and law enforcement notably in view of  the Schengen acquis, 
•  Agriculture: including alignment with theagricultural·acquis (including veterinary 
and phytosanitary matters; in particular external border controls). Development of 
the  capacity  to  implement  and  enforce  the  CAP,  in  particular  the  fundamental 
management mechanisms and administrative structures to monitor the agricultural 
markets and implement structunil and  rural  development measures, aqoption and 
implementation of the  veterinary  and  phytosanitary  requirements,  upgrading  of 
certain  food  processing  establishments  and  testing  and  diagnostic  facilities, 
· restructuring of  the agri-food sector. 
•  Transport:  further efforts on alignment to  acquis in particular on. road transport 
(market  access,  safety  rules  and  taxation)  and  rail  transport,  and  to  provide 
necessary  investment  for  transport  infrastructure,  notably  extension  of trans-
European networks. 
•  Employment  and  social  affairs:  development· of appropriate  labour  ·market 
structures and joint review of employment policies as preparation for participation 
in  EU  co-ordination;  alignment  of labour  and  occupational  health  and  safety 
legislation and development of enforcement structures in particular early adoption 
of the  framework  directive  on health  and  safety  at  work;  enforcement of equal 
opportunities  between  women  and  men;  further  development  of ·active, 
autonomous ·social  dialogue;  further  development of social  protection,  undertake 
steps to bring public health standards into line with EU norms. 
•  Environment:  the  development · of  monitoring  and  implementation  control 
structures  and  capacities.  c~ntinuous  planning  of  approximation  programmes 
related to  individual legal  acts.  Particular emphasis should be  given to  air, .water 
and the waste sector. 
•  Regional  policy  arid  cohesion:  establishment  of a  legal,· administrative  and 
budgetary framework for an integratedregional policy in order to  participate in EU 
structural programmes. 
4.  Programming 
.  . 
The Phare allocation for the period 1995-1997 has totalled 224 mecu.  SubjeCt to  the 
approval of the Phare budget for the remaining period, the Commission will confirm 
the  al'locations for 1998 and 1999.  Financial proposals will be submitted to the Phar_s:: 
· Management Committee as provided for in Regulation 3906/89. Joint financing by the 
applicant  countries  will  be  systematically  ·required  for  all  investment  projects. 
Financial assistans:e from the year 2000 onwards will comprise aid for agriculture and a structural instrument which. 'will  give  priority to  measures similar to. the  cohesion 
fund.  - ' 
5.  Conditionality 
Community  assistance  will  be  conditional  on  Czech  Republic  respect  of  its 
commitments under the Europe Agreement a,s well as continued progress in fulfilment 
of the Copenhagen criteria.  Failure to respect these general conditions could lead to a 
decision  by  the  Council  on:  the  suspension of financial  assistance  on  the  basis .of 
Article 4  of  Regulation [  ] .  Specific project related conditions will be agreed in 
each Financing Memorandum  .. 
6. , ·  Monitoring 
The implementation of  the Accession Partnership will be mmi.itored in the framework 
of the Europe Agreement. The, Accession Partnership may be amended as  necessary 
. and will be reviewed in 1999: 
• ~ Council Decision 
on 
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions 
contained in the Accession Partnership with Estonia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community; 
Having. regard to  Regulation [  ] on assistance to  the  applicant countries in the 
framework  of the pre-accession strategy,  and in particular on the  establishment of 
Accession Partnerships and iri particular to Article 2; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas  the  Europea11  Council  of  Luxembourg  has  stated  that  the  Accession 
Partnership  is  a  new  instrument,  the  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-acce~sion 
··  strategy; 
Whereas Regulation [  sets  out that the  Council  shall  decide  on the principles, 
priorities, intermediate. objectives,  significant adjustments and conditions applicable. 
to each individual Accession Partnership; 
Whereas Community assistance is conditional upon the respect of the commitments 
contained  in  the  Europe  Agreements  and  upon  progress  towards  fulfilment of the 
Copenhagen criteria; . 
Whereas  it  is  appropriate that the  implementation of the  Accession Partnership  be 
monitored in particular in the framework of  the Europe Agreement; 
Whereas  the  Commission's  Opinion  presented  an  objective  analysis  on  Estonia's 
preparations ·for  membership  and. identified  a  number  of priority  areas  for  further 
work; 
• HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
The Accession Partnership for Estonia will contain, in accordance with Article 2 of 
Regulation [  ], the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions set 
out in the.annex which fornis an integral part ofthis  Decisioa. 
Article 2 
Implementation of the Accession Partnership will be monitored in the framework of 
the-Europe Agreement. 
ArtiCle 3 
'  .  .  ~ 
This Decision shall enter into force on 15 March 1998. · 
Done at .. 
For the Council Estonia 
I. 
ANNEX 
1.- Objectives 
The  purpose of the Accession  Partnership  is  to  set  out in a  single  framework  the 
priority areas for further work identified in the Commission's Opinion on Estonia's 
application for membership of the European Union, the financial  means available to 
help Estonia implement these priorities and  the conditions which will apply to that 
assistance. · The Accession  Partnership  will  provide  a  framework  for  a number of 
policy  instruments  which  will  be· used  to  help  the  candidate  countries  in  their . 
preparations for membership.  These will include ·inter alia the Natjonal Programme 
for the Adoption of the Acquis to  be  adopted  by  Estonia, the Joint Assessment of 
Economic Policy Priorities, the Pact against organised crime and the internal market 
road maps. 
i.  Priorities 
The main priority areas identified for each candidate country relate to their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can be grouped under three broad headings: 
democracy, the rul'e of  law~ human rights and the protection of 
minorities 
the economy 
meeting the obligations of membership 
The Accession Partnerships w{ll  indicate that Estonia will have to  address all  issues 
identified in the Opinion.  ·  · 
3.  Priorities and Intermediate Objectives 
•.  . 
J 
Drawing on the analysis ofthe Commission's Opinion·and the Council's discussion of 
this, the following short and ·medium term priorities and intermediate objectives have 
been identified for Estonia . 
.. 
The priorities have been divided into  two  groups.  The first should  be completed or 
taken  forward  in.  1998  in order to  be  included  in  the  Commission's  report  to  the 
European Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to 
complete, Whilst work is already ·likely to  start on some of these in  1998, for others 
this depends on steps taken in"1998:  . 
Estonia will  be  invited  to  draw  up  a National  programme for  the  Adoption of the 
Acquis (NP  AA) by the end of March which should set out a. timetable for achieving 
these priorities, intermediate objectives and, where possible and relevant, indicate the. 
necessary staff and financial resources. 3.1  Short-term (1998) 
•  Political criteria: take measures tolacilitate naturalisation procedures and t() better . 
.  integrate  non-citizens  including  stateless  children.  · Enhance  Estonian  language 
·_training for non-Estonian-speakers.  .  ,  · 
•  Economic reform: estaHishment of medium-term economic policy priorities and 
joint assessment within the framework of  the Europe agreement; in  partic~lar with 
a view to sustain the high growth rates of recent years, while reducing inflation and 
increasing the level of national savings; acceleration of land reform with a view to 
increase private  o~nership and  introduction of key  legislation  linked to  pension 
reform.·  ,· 
• · Reinforcement of institutional and  administrative  capacity:  in  particular  as_ 
.regards regulatory and monitoring bodies and the development of a comprehensive 
national traiti.ing strategy for civil seryants and developing a strategy and timetable 
for  the consolidation of the various  supervisory agencies  in the. financial  sector, 
strengthen intemt;il financial control, ·reinforcement of phytosanitary and veteririary 
administrations, particularly as  regards  facilities  at  external  borders_,  institutional 
strengthening in the  area of environment,  begin to  set up  structures  needed  for 
regional and Structural policy. 
•  Internal Market·:  including in the areas of  public procurement, intellectual and · 
industrial  property, . financial  services,  taxation,  technical  legislation  and 
competition  (especially  the  transparency  of  state  aids).  Adoption  of  new 
COf!lpetition  law, covering both anti-trust and state aid,  reinforcement of the state 
aid monitoring authority and the establishment of  a first aid inventory. 
· •  Justice and home affairs: in particular concrete steps to  combat•corruption and 
organis~d crime and continue judicial reform.·  · 
·•  Environment: continue transposition of framework  legislation,  establishment of 
detailed  approximation  programmes  and  implementation  strategies. related  to 
ii1dividual  acts.  Planning  and  commencernent  of  implementation  of  these 
programmes mid strategies. 
3.2 ·  Medium-term 
•  Political  criteria:  pursue  integration  of· non-citizens  by  strengthening  Estonian 
language training for Russian-speakers in primary and secondary schools as \Veil as· 
ad~lt trail1ing  courses, and  by  further  measures  to_ accelerate  the  naturalisation 
process.  .  _  _  . 
•  Economic  policy:  regular  review  of the joint assessment  of  economic  policy 
priorities,  within  the  Europe  ·Agreement. framework,  focusing  on ·satisfying  the 
Copenhagen criteria for membership of the· Union and the acquis  in  the  area of 
economic and monetary policy (co-ordination of economic policie.s,  submission of 
convergence programmes, avoidance of excessive deficits);  Estonia is  expected to 
pursue  policies  which  aim  to  achieve  real  convergence· in  accordance_ with  the 
. Ul1ion's  objectives of econoinic .and  social  cohesion,  and  no111inal  convergence·· 
compatible with the ultimate goal of adoption ?f the euro; Estonia is  not expected 
to adopt the euro immediately upon accession. 
•  Reinforcement of institutional and administrative capacity: at central and local 
level to ensure efficient managemei1t of  the public sector;  special attenti'on  sho~lld be  paid  to  the  budgetary  process,  internal  financial  control,  statistics,  customs, 
environment  and  .  agriculture;  improved  operation  of  the  judicial  system; 
reinforcement  of justice  and  home  affairs  institutions  (ens~ing sufficient  and 
properly trained personnel), the reinforcement of food control administration. 
•  Internal  market:  including  alignment,  in  particular  in  public  procurement~ 
technical legislation on_ industrial products, financial  services, money laundering, 
intellectual and industrial property and state aids,  data protection, strengthening of 
securities  regulatory  bodies,  audio-visual  and·  indirect  taxation.  Upgrading  of 
standardisation  and  conformity  assessment_  structures  and  establishment  of  a 
market surveillance system. Completion of  alignment and efficient implementation 
of competiti·on law and the_ reinforcement of  the competition authorities, prsnnotion 
of enterprise  development,  including  SME's,  alignment  with  the  acquis  in  the 
i:ields of  telecoms, consumer protection and the internal energy market.' 
•  Justice and home affairs: ratification and application of necessary international-
legal instruments relevant for the acquis, enhanced border management especially 
on the eastern border, implementation of migration policy and asylull) procedures, 
enhanced fight against organised cri_me, notably in view of the Schengen acquis. 
•  Agriculture: including alignment with the agricultural acquis (including veterinary 
and phytosanitary matters, in particular external border controls),  completion of 
the la.nd restitution process. Development of  the capacity to implement -and enforce 
the  CAP,  in  particular  the  fundamental  management  mechanisms  and 
administrative  structures  to  monitor· the  agricultural  markets  and  implement 
structural  and  rural  development measures,  adoption  and  implementation of the 
veterinary  and  phytosanitary  requirements,  upgrading of certain food· processing 
establishments and i:esting and diagnostic facilities,  restructuring of the agri-food 
sector. 
•  Transport:  further efforts on alignn1ent to  acquis in particular on road transport 
(market access, safety rules) and maritime transport (safety) and rail transport, and 
to  provide necessary investment for  transport infrastructure, notably extension of 
trans-European net\vorks. 
•  Employment  and  Social  Affairs:  development  of appropriate  labour  market 
. structures and joint review .of employment policies as  preparation for participation 
in  EU  co-ordination;  alignmei1t  of labour  and  occupational  health  and  safety 
legislation and development of enforcement structures in particular early adopti011 
of the  framework  d~rective on  health  and  safety  at  work;  enforcement of equal 
opportunities  between  women  and  men;  further  de~velopment.  of  active. 
autonomous social dialogue;  fm1her development of ~ocial protection,  undertake. 
steps ro bring public health standards into line \Vith EU norms. 
•  Environment: including development of monitoring and  implementation control 
structures  and  capac1t1es,  continuous·  plmming  and  implementation  of· 
approximation programmes related to individual legal acts.  A particular emphasis 
should be given to the water and waste sector, including radioactive waste. 
•  _Regional  policy and cohesion:  introduce the  legal  administrative and budgetary 
framework  for  a  national  policy  to  address  regional  disparities  through  and 
ii1tegrated approach, in order to participate in EU structural programmes. 
4.  Programming The Phare allocation for  the period  1995-1997 1)as  totalled 90  mecu.  Subject to  the 
approval of the Phare budget for the remaining period, the Conm1ission will confirm 
the  allocations for 1998 and 1999.  Financial proposals ·will be submitted t9 the Phare 
Management Committee_  <l;S  provided for in Regulation 3906/89. Joint financing .bi tlie 
applicant  countries  will  be  systematically  required  for  all  investment  projects. 
· Financial assistance from the year 2000 onwards will comprise aid for agriculture and 
a structural instrument which will give priority to  measures similar to  the cohesion 
fund. 
5.  ·.  Conditionality 
Community  assistance  will  be  conditional ·on  Estonia respect  of  ._its  commitments 
under  the  Europe  Agreement  as  well  as  continued  progress  iri  fulfilment· of the 
Copenhagen criteria.  Failure  to .  respect  these  general  conditions  could  lead  to  a 
decision by  the  Council  on the  suspension of financial  assistance  on the  basis  of 
Article 4 of Regulation [  ].  Specific project related conditions will be agreed in 
each Financing Memorandum. 
6. Monitoring 
The implementation of  the Accession Partnership will be monitored. in the framework 
of the Europe Agreement. The Accession Parinership may be  amended as  ri.ecessary 
·and will be reviewed in 1999. ·  ·  .  . Council o·ecision  .. 
on 
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions 
contained in the Accession Partnership with Hungary 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community; 
Having regard to  Regulation [  ] on assistance to  the applicant countries in the 
framework of the  pre-accession strategy,  and  in  particular on the  establishment of 
Accession Partnerships and in particular to A11icle 2; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas  the  European  Council  of  Luxembou.rg  has  stated  that  the  Accession 
Partnership  1s  a  new  instrume_nt,  the  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-accession 
strategy; 
Whereas Regulation [  sets  out that the  Council  shall  decide on the principles, 
p~·iorities,  intermediate obj ecti vcs,  significant adjustments and  conditions applicable 
to each individual Accession Partnership; · 
Whereas Community assistance is  conditional upon the  respect of the commitments · 
contained  in. the Europe Agreements  and  upon  progress  towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria; 
Whereas  it  is  appropriate  that the  implementation of the  Accession  Partnership be 
monitored in particular in the framework of  the Europe Agreement; 
Whereas  the  Commission's Opinion presented  an  objective  analysis  on  Hungary's 
preparations  for  membership  and  identified a  number of priority  areas for  fm1her 
}YOrk; 
L.  I HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
The Accession· Partnership for Hungary will contain, in accordance with Article 2 of 
Regulation [  ], the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions set 
out in the. annex which· forms an integral part of  this DeCisio!1. 
Article 2  . 
.-'  ·- . 
Implementation of t_he  Accession Partnership will be  monitored iri the fran1ework·of 
. the Europe Agreement. 
Article 3 
This Decision shall enter into force on 15 March J 998'. 
Done at .. · 
' 
For the Council Hungary 
ANNEX 
1.  Objectives 
The purpose of the Accession Partnership  is to  set out in  a  single  framework  the 
priority areas for further work identified in the Commission's Opinion on Hungary's 
application for membership of the European Union, the financial  means available to 
help Hungary implement these priorities and the conditions which will apply to  that 
assistance.  The  Accession Partnership  will  provide  a  framework  for  a number of 
policy-instruments  which  will  be  used  to  help  the  candidate  countries  in  their 
preparations for membership.  These will include inter alia the National Programme 
for the Adoption of the Acquis to be adopted by Hungary, the Joint Assessment of 
Economic  Policy  Priorities  and  the  Pact  against  organised  crime  and  the  internal 
market road maps. 
2.  Pciorities 
The main priority areas identified for each candidate country relate· to their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can be grouped under three broad headings: 
~emocracy, the rule oflaw, hu~an  rights and the protection of 
-niinorities 
. the' economy 
·  · p;.eeting the obligations of membership 
The Accession Part·nerships will indicate that Hungary will have to address all issues 
identified in the Opin'ion. 
3.  Priorities and Intermediate Objectives 
Drawing <?n the analysis of  the Commission's Opinion and the Council's discussion of 
this, the following short and medium· term priorities and intermediate objectives have·· 
been identified for Hungary. 
The priorities have been divided into  tvv·o  groups.  The first  should be  completed or 
taken _forward  in  1998  in  order to  be  included  in the  Commission's report  to the 
European Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to 
complete. Whilst work is already likely to  start on some of these in  1998, for others 
this depends on steps taken in 1998.  .  · 
Hungary will be invited to  draw up  a National  programme for  the  Adoption of the 
Acquis (NP  AA) by the. end of March which should set out a timetable for achieving 
these priorities, intermediate objectives fi-nd,  where possible and relevant, indicate the 
necessary staff and financial resources. 3.1  Short-term (1998) 
•  Economic reform: review andupdate the country's medium-ter'm economic policy 
priorities within the framework of the Europe agreement;  further consolidate the 
conditions for  strong investment growth through the  sustained implementation of 
prudent  macroeconomic  policies  and  the  advancement  of  structural  reforms. 
(particularly with regard to the public sector and the health care system).  _ 
•  Reinforcement of institutional arid administrative capacity: in particular in the 
areas of veterinary and phytosanitary controls (particularly as regards facilities at 
the external borders) environmept, customs policy  internal financial  control and 
regional development.  _ 
•  Internal Market: including certification and standardisation (further aligmnentof 
legislative measures), state aids (adoption of legislative framework,  definition of 
role and powers of monitoring authority, enforcement) and increased transparency 
through improvement _of aid inventory. Enforcement of intellectual property rights 
and further alignment of company law.  Complete alignment of public procurement 
legislation to cover ruBy utilities sector.  -
•  Justice  and  Home  Affairs:  implementation  of appropriate  refugee  legislation 
consistent  with  1951  Geneva  ronvention,  development  of  effeCtive  border 
·management. 
•  Environment: continue transposition of framework legislation, establishment and 
· commencement  of implementation  of detailed  approximation  programmes .  and 
implementation strategies related to  individual acts.  Planning and commencement 
of  implementation of  these programmes and strategies. 
·. 3.2  .  Medium-term 
•  PolitiCal criteria-: further efforts to improve the integration of  the Rcima. 
• · Economic  policy:  regular  review  of the  joint assessment· of . econom_ic ·policy 
priorities,  within  the  Europe  Agreement  framework,  focusing  on  satisfying the · 
Copenhagen criteria for  membership of the  Union and  the  acquis  in the area of 
economic and monetary policy (co-ordination of economic policies, submission qf · 
convergenc~ programmes, avoidance of  excessive· deficits); Hungary is expected to 
pursue  policies  which  aim  to achieve  real  convergence  in  accordance  with  the 
Union's objectives  of economic  and  social- cohesion,  and  nominal  convergence· 
compatible with the ultimate goal of adoption of the euro; Hungary is hot expected 
· to adopt the euro immediately upon accession. 
•  Reinforcement  of institutional  and  administrative  capacity:- development  of 
anti  frau~  un~t  an~ state  audit  office,  state  aid  monitoring  bodies;  improved 
operation  of the  judicial  system;  reinforcement  of justice  and  home  affairs 
institutions (ensuring sufficient and properly trained personnel), the reinforcement 
of  food control administration. 
•  Internal  Market:  including _ further  development  of  standardisation  and 
conformity · assessment  .bodies  and  establishment  and. operation  of a  market 
surveillance  system,  afigninent  of· technical  legislation  on  industrial  products, 
- further alignment of competition law,  in  parti<;ul~r for  state aid, reinforcement of 
state aid nwnitoring authority, efficient enforcement of competition law, alignment 
.  . 
'24 of capitalliberalisation,  financial services and consumer protection, promotion of 
enterprise development, including SME's, alignment with the acquis in the fields 
of  telecoms, consumer protection and the internal energy market.  -
•  Justice  and  home  aff~irs:  including  implementation  of migration  policy  and 
asylum procedures as well as the fight against organised crime and corruption, and 
clarification  of admission  provisions  for  immigrants,  notably_ in  view  of the 
Schengen acquis. -
-- •  Agriculture: including alignment with the agricultural acquis (in~luding-veterinary 
and phytosanitary matters, in particular external border controls). Dev:elopment of 
the  capacity to ·implement and  enforce  the  CAP,  in particular the  fundamental -
management mechanisms and administrative structures to  monitor the agricultural 
markets and implement structural and rural development measures, adoption and 
implementation of the  veterinary  and  phytosanitary  requirements,  upgrading of 
certain -food  processing  establishments  and  testing  and  diagnostic  facilities, 
restructuring ofthe agri-food sector. 
•  Transport:  further efforts on alignment to acquis in particular on road transport 
(technical  controls),  ·and  to  provide  necessary  investment  for  transport 
infrastructure, notably extension of  trans-European networks.  . 
•  Employment  and  sochil  affairs:  development  of appropriate·  labour  market 
structures and joint review of employn:tent policies as preparation for participation 
in  EU  co-ordination;  alignment  of labour  and  occupational  health  and  safety 
legislation and development of enforcement structures in particular early adoption 
of the  fr~ework directive  on health and  safety  at  work;_  enforcement of equal 
opportunities  between  women  and  men;  · further  development  of  active, · 
autonomous social dialogue; further developn1ent of  social protection, undertake 
. steps to bring public health standards into line with.EU norms..  . 
•  Environment:  including  the  development  of monitoring  and  implementation 
control  structures  and  capacities,  continuous  planning  and  implementation  of . 
approximation programmes related to individual legal acts.  A particular emphasis 
should be given to the urban waste water and waste management and the integrated 
.- . 
_industrial pollution control and risk management. 
.•  Regional  policy· and  cohesion:  further  strengthen  budgetary _  procedures, 
financial instruments, monitoring and control mechanisms in order to participate in 
EU structural programmes. 
4.  Programming 
.-. 
-The Phare allocation for the period 1995-1997 has totalled 282 mecu. S_ubject to  the 
approval of the Phare budget for the remaining period, the Commission will confirm 
the  allocations for 1998 and 1999.  Financial proposals will be submitted to the Phare. 
Management Committee as provided for in Regulation 3906/89. Joint financing by the 
applicant  countries  will  be  systematically  required  for  all  investment  projects. 
Financial a~sistance from the year 2000 onwards will comprise aid for agriculture and 
. a structural instrument which will give priority to  measures similar to  the cohesion 
fund. 
5.  Conditionality Community  assistance will  be. conditional  on Hungary  respect  of its  commitments 
· under  the  Europe  Agreement  as  well  as  continued  progress  in  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen  criteria.·  Failure  to  respect  these  general  conditions  could .lead  to  a 
decision by  the  Council  on the  suspension  of financi,al  assistance  on  the  basis of 
Article 4 of Regulation [  . .  ].  Specific project related conditions will be agreed in 
each Financing Memorandum. 
6.  Monitoring 
The implementation ofthe Accession Partnership will be.monitored in the framew·ork 
of the Europe Agreement. The Accession Partnership may  be amended as  necessary 
and will be revie\ved in 1999·.  .  . Council Decision 
on 
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions 
contained in the Accession Partnership with Latvia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE ~UROPEAN  UNfON, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community; 
Having regard to  Regulation [  ] on assistance to  the applicant countries in the 
framework 'of the  pre-accession strategy,  and  in  particular on the  establishment of 
Accession Partne~ships and in particular to Article 2; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas  the  European  Council  of Luxembourg  has  stated  that  the  Accession 
. Partnership  is  a  new  instrument,  the  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-accession 
strategy; 
Whereas Regulation  ]  sets _out  that the  Council  shall  decide on- the principles, 
priorities,  intermediate objectives, significant adjustments and  ·c~nditions applicable 
to each individual Accession Partnership; 
.  . 
Whereas  Comt~unity assistance is  co·nditional upon the  resp~ct of the commitments 
contained  in  the  Europe  Agreements  and  upon  progress  towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria; 
. Whereas  it  is  appropriate that the. implementation· of the  Accession  Pm1nership  be 
monitored in particular in the framework of the Europe Ag~eeni.ent; 
Whereas  the  Commission's  Opinion  presented  an  objective  analysis  on  Latvia's 
preparations  for  membership  and  identified a 'number  of priority  areas for  further 
work; HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
The Acces?ion Partnership for  Latvia will  contain, -in  accordance. with Article 2 ·of 
Regulation [  ], the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions set 
out in the annex which forms an integral part ofthis Decision. 
Article 2 · 
Implementation -of the Accession Partnership will be  monitored in the cframework cif 
the Europe Agreement. 
Article 3 · 
This Decision shall enter into force on 15 March 1998. 
Done at .. 
.  For the Council Latvia 
ANNEX 
1.  Objectives 
The purpose  of the  Accession Partnership  is  to  set out in  a single  framework  the 
· priority  ar~as for further  work identified in  the Commission's Opjnion on Latvia's 
application for membership of the European Union, the financial means available to · 
help  Latvia implement these priorities and  the·  conditions which will  apply  to  that  . 
assistance.  The  Accession Partnership  will  provide a  framework  for  a: number of 
policy  instruments  which  will  be  used  to  help  the  candidate  countries  in their · 
preparations for membership.  These will include inter alia the National Pro·grarnme 
for  the  Adoption of the Acquis  to  be  adopted by  Latvia,  the  Joint Assessment of 
Economic  Policy  Priorities  and  the  Pact  against  organised  crime  and  the  internal 
mar~et road maps. 
2.  Priorities 
The main priority areas· identified for each candidate country relate to their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can be grouped under three broad headings: 
democracy, the rule of law, human rights and the protection of 
minorities 
the economy 
meeting the obligations of  membership 
. The Accession Partnerships will  indicate that  Latvia will  have  to  address all  issues 
identified inthe Opinion. 
In. view of the fact that the Opinion highlighted the serious difficulties which Latvia 
faces in coping with competitive pressure and market forces within the Union in the 
medium term,  Latvia needs  to  make  further  efforts  in  order to  n'leet  the economic 
conditions  for  membership.  Despite  the  progress  that  has  been  made,  particular 
attention should be paid to the internal market.  In addition, particular attention should 
be given to measure to  accelerate integration of non-citizens. 
3. ·  Priorities and Intermediate Objectives 
Drawing on the analysis of  the Commission's Opinion and the Council's discussion of · 
this, the following short and medium term priorities and intermediate objectives have 
been identified. for Latvia. 
The priorities have been divided into  two  groups:  The first  should be  completed-or 
taken forward  in  1998  in  order to  be  included  in  the  Commission's  report  to  the 
European Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to · complete. Whilst work is already likely to  start on some of these in  1998, for others 
this depends on steps taken in 1998. 
Latvia will be invited to  draw up  a National  programme for  the  Adoption of the 
· Acquis (NP M)  by the end of March which should· set out a timetable for achieving 
these priorities, jntermediate· objectives and, where ppssible and  relevant~ indicate the 
necessary staff and :{inancial resources. 
3.1  . Short-term (1998) 
•  Political criteria: take  measure  to  facilitate  l)aturalisation  procedures  to ·better 
integrate non-citizens including stateless ·children and  enhance  Latvian language 
training for non-Latvian speakers. 
•  .. ·Economic reform: ~stablishment of medium-term economic policy 'priorities and 
joint assessment within the framework of the Europe agreement;  acceleration of 
market-based enterprise restructuring, in particular through the completion of the . 
privatisation process; continued strengthening f the banking sector; moderisation of 
the agricultUre sector and establishment of  a land and proper:tY register.  .  . ' 
•- Reinforcement of institutional and administrative capacity:  further  structural 
reform of public administration is· neede~ and  in  particular  in customs and taX 
administration, financial' control capacity, reinforcement of the agricultlin:i ministry . 
and the establishment of a training strategy for the· judiciary, -reinforcement of the 
veterinary  and  phytosanitary administrations; particularly  as  regards  facilities  at 
external borders, institutional strengthening in the area of  environment, begin to  ~et 
U:p  structures needed for regional and structural policy. 
•  Internal Market:  including .  in the  areas  of intellectual  and  industrial  property 
rights, public  procl;lfement,fi~ancial servi_ces,  competition, state aids. and indirect. 
· taxation,  adoption  of a  law on  state  aid and  increased  transparency  through 
improvement of  the aid inventory and reinforcement ofthe new anti-trust authority. 
•  Justice and home affairs: .  in particular. cqncrete steps ·to  combat corruption and 
orgimised crime and to continue judicial refo~. 
•  Environment: continue ·transposition of framework  legislation,  establishment of 
detailed  approximation  prograriunes  and· implementation  strategies  relat~d  to 
individual  a9ts.  Planning  and ·commencement  of implementation  of  these 
prograJ711!1es and strategies. 
3.2'  ··  Medium-term 
•  Political  criteria:  ,.Acc~lerated  integration  of  non-c1trzens  by  facilitating 
naturalisation  procedures  for  stateless  children.  Revision  of the  naturalisation 
mechanism and f\lrther measures to accelerate the process. 
•  Economic reforms:  consolidation of the privatisation process;.· reinforcement of 
market-driven  restructuring  in  the  enterprise,  finance  and  banking  sectors, 
development  of regulatory  framework  for  utilities  and  financial ··services,  and 
~trengthening of  competition policy, establishment of  a land and property register;· 
• · Economic policy:  regular  review  of the joint assessment  of  economic  policy 
priorities,  within the  Europe  Agreement  framework,  focusing  on satisfying  the 
)D Copenhagen criteria for  membership of the  Union and the  acquis  in the  area of 
economic and monetary policy·(co-ordination of economic policies, submission of 
convergence programmes, avoidance of excessive deficits);  Latvia .is expected to 
pursue  policies  which aim  to  achieve  real  convergence  in  accordance  with the 
Union's objectives of economic: and social. cohesion,  and  nominal  convergence 
compatible with the ultimate goal of adoption of the euro; Latvia is not expected to 
adopt the euro immediately upon accession. 
•  Reinforcement  of institutional  and  administrative  capacity:  enforcement of 
EC's  internal  market  legislation  and  establishment  of  institutions  able  to 
implement the  Community's regional  deyelopment programmes  and agricultural 
policy (including statistical capacities) including anti-fraud services, strengthening 
of the  budgetary  process  and  macro-economic  forecasting  capacity;  improved 
operation  of  the  judicial  system;  reinforcement  justice  and  home  affairs 
institutions (ensuring sufficient and properly trained personnel), reinforcement of 
food administration. 
•  Internal  Market:  including  alignment  of legislation  in  the  fields of product 
legislation,  customs,  audio-visual  policies,  statistics,  financial  services  and 
implementation of competition law, upgrading of standardisation and conformity 
assessment structures, establishment of  a market surveillance system and alignnient 
of horizontal  techriical  legislation  on  industrial  products,  further  alignment  of 
competition ·legislation in particular in the field  of state aid, reinforcement of the 
anti-trust and state aid authorities, promotion of enterprise development, including 
SME's, alignment with the acquis in the fields of telecoms, consumer protection.· 
and the internal energy market. · 
•  Justice and home affairs: in<;luding development of effective border management 
in particular on the eastern border, implementation of  migration policy anci asylum 
and  refugee  legislation,  continuation  of,  fight  against  organised  crime  and 
corruption notably in view of the Schengen acquis. 
•  Agriculture: including alignment with the agricultural acquis (including veterinary 
and phytosanitary matters, in particular external border controls), consolidation of 
land structure imd development of a rural  policy.  Development of the capacity to 
implement  and ·enforce  the  CAP,  in  particular  the  fundamental  management 
inechanisnis~:ahd .administrative structures to  monitor the agricultural markets and 
impierii~nt.  · ,  stru~tural  and  rural  development  measures,  adoption  and 
implementation of the  veterinary  and  phytosanitary  requirements,  upgrading  of 
certain  food  processing  establishments  and  testing  and  diagnostic  facilities, 
restructuring ofthe agri-foodsector.  ·  · 
•  Transport:  further efforts on aligninent  to  acquis  in  particular on  road frei'ght 
transport (technical rules and taxation), shipping (safety) and rail transport, and to 
provide  necessary .investment  for  transport  infrastructure,  notably  extension  of 
trans-European networks. 
•  Employment and social affairs: development of  labour market policies and joint 
review  of these  policies  as  preparation  for  ·participation  in  EU  co-ordination; 
alignment  ·of  labour  and  occupational  heiJ,lth  and  safety  l~gislation  and 
development  of  enforcement  structures  in  piJ,rticular  early  adoption ' of  the 
framework  directive  on  health  and  safety rat  work;  enforcement · of  equal 
opportunities  between  women  and  men;  further  development  of  active, autonomous social dialogue; further development of  social protection; undertake 
steps to bring public health standards into line with EU norms. 
•. ·Environment:  including  the  development  of monitoring  and  implementation 
control  structures  and  capacities,. continuous  plaiinirig  and  implementation  of· 
approximation programmes related to individual legal acts.  A particular emphasis 
should be given to drinking water, wastewater and the waste sector. 
•  Regional policy and cohesion:  introduce the  legal administrative and budgetary 
framework  for  a  national  policy  to.  address  regional  disparities  through ·and 
integrated approach, in order to participate in EU structural programmes 
4·.  Programming 
The Phare allocation forthe period 1995-1997 has totalled 112 mecu. Subject to the 
approval of the Phare budget for the rerhruning period, the Commission wiil confirm 
the  allocations for 1998 and 1999, in addition, Latvia is eligible for support from the 
catch-tip facility.·  Financial proposals will  be  submitted tb  the Phare Management 
Committee as provided for in Regulation 3906/89.  Joint financing by the applicant· 
countries  will  be  systematicall~  required  for  all  investment  projects.  ·Financial 
assistance  from  the  year' 2000  onwards  will  comprise  aid  for  agriculture  and  a 
structural  instrument  which  will  give  priority  to  measures  similar to  the  cohesion 
fund ..  ·  - . 
5.  Conditio~ality 
.  - .  -
'  Community assistance will be conditional on Latvia respect of its commitments unaer 
the Europe Agreement as well as continued progress in fulfilment of the Copenhagen 
criteria.  Failure to  respect these general conditions  could h!ad  to  a decision by the 
Council  on  the  suspension  of financial  assistance  on  the  basis  of Article  4  of . 
Regulation  [  ].·  Spedfic project  related conditions  will  be agreed in each 
Financing Memorandum.  · 
6.  Monitoring 
The implementation of  the Accession Pa~nership will be monitored in the frame~ork 
of the Europe Agreement. The Accession Partnership may be amended as  necessary 
and will be reviewed in 1999. Council Decision 
on 
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions 
contained in the Accession PartnershiP. with Lithuania 
. THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishi~g the  Europ~an  Community;· 
Having regard to Regulation [  ] on assistance to the applicant countries in the 
framework  of the pre-accession strategy,  and  in  particular on the  establishrrient  ~f 
Accession Partnerships and in particular to Article 2; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; · 
.. Whereas  the  European  Council  of Luxembourg  has  stated  that  the  Accession 
Partnership  is  a  new  instrument,  the  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-accession 
strategy; 
Whereas  Regulation [  ] sets  out that the Council  shall  decide  on the  principles, 
priorities,  intermediate objectives, significant adjustments and conditions applicable· 
to each individual Accession Partnership; 
Whereas Community assistance' is conditional upon the respect of the commitments 
contained  iri  the Europe  Agreements· and  upon  progress towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria; 
Whereas  it" is  appropriate that the  implementation of the  Accession  Partnership be 
monitored in the framework of  the Europe Agreement; 
Whereas  the  Commission's  Opinion  presented  an  objective  analysis  on  Lithuania 
preparations  for  membership  ;;md  identified  a  number  of priority  areas  for  further 
work; HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
· Article 1 
.  . 
The Accession Partnership for Lithuania will contain, in accordance with Article 2 of . 
Regulation [  ·  ], the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions set 
out in the annex which forms an integral part Qf this Decision, 
Article 2 
Implementation of the Accession Partnership will be  monitored in the framework of 
the Europe Agreement. 
.Article~ 
This Decision shall enterinto force on 15 March 1998. 
Done at .. 
For the Council Lithuania 
ANNEX 
1.  Objectives 
The purpose of the Accession Partnership  is  to  set out in a  single framework  the 
priority areas for further work identified in  t~e Commission's Opinion on Lithuania's 
application for membership of the European Union, the financial means available to 
help Lithuania imp  lenient these priorities and the conditions which will. apply to that 
assistance.  The Accession Partnership  will  provide  a  framework  for  a  number of 
policy  instruments  which  will  be  used  to  help  the  candidate  countries  in  their 
preparations for  membership.  These will include inter alia the National Programme 
for the Adoption of the Acquis to  be adopted by  Lithuania, the Joint Assessment of 
Economi~ Policy Priorities the Pact against organised crime and the internal market 
road maps .. 
2.  Priorities 
The main priority areas identified for each candidate country relate to their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can be grouped under three ~road headings: 
democracy, the rule oflaw, human rights and the protection of. 
minorities 
the economy 
meeting the obligations of membership 
The Accession Partnerships will indicate that Lithuania will have to address all issues 
identified in the Opinion.  · 
In  view  of the  fact  that  the  Opinion  highlighted  the  serious  difficulties  which 
Lithuania faces  in coping  with competitive pressure  and  market forces  within the 
Union iQ.  the medium term, _Lithuania needs to  make further efforts in order to  meet 
the economic· conditions for membership.  Despite the progress that has been· made, 
particular  attention  should  be  paid  to  the jnternal market and  the· enforcement  of . 
financial discipline for enterprises. 
3.  Priorities and Intermediate Objectives. 
Drawing on the analysis of  the Commission's Opinion and the Council's discus~ion of 
this, the following short and medium term priorities and intermediate objectives have 
been identified for Lithuania. 
The priorities have been divided  into two  groups." The  first  should be c·ompleted or 
taken  forward  in  1998  in  order  to  be  included  in  the  Commission's report  to  the 
European Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to ·complete. Whilst work is already likely to start on some of these in  1998,. for otbers 
this depends on steps taken in 1998. 
Lithuania will be inv_ited  to  draw up  a National programme for the Adoption of the 
Acquis (NP  AA) by the end of March which should set out a timetable for achieving · 
these priorities, intermediate objectives and, where possible and relevant, indicate the 
necessary staff  and financial resour~es. 
3.1  Short-term (1998) 
•  Economic reform: establishment of mediuni-term economic policy priorities and 
joint assessment within the framework ofthe Europe  ~greemeilt;  ·acceleration of·  ' 
large  scale privatisation  _and  progress  towards  the  restructuring  of the  banking, 
energy and agri-food sectors; enforcement of  financial discipline for enterprises. 
•  Reinforcement of institutional and administrative capacity: in  particular major 
efforts ·on  public  administration  reform,  border  control,  customs  and  nuclear 
regulatory authority as well as preparation of  training strategy for civil servants and 
the judiciary, veterinary and phytosanitary administrations, particularly as  regards, 
facilities  at  the- external  borders,  institutional  streng~ening  in  the  area  ·of . 
-/ environment! begin to set up structures neecfed for regional and structural  policy. 
• . Internal  Market:  including  in  .the  areas  of  phytosanitary  and. veterinary, . 
. intellectual  an~  industrial  property,  public  procurement,  financial  services, 
upgrading  of independent  standardisation  and  conformity  assessment structures 
arid competition (establishment of transparent state aids  i~ventory). Adoption of a 
hew competition law. 
•  Justice and borne affairs:. in particular concrete steps to  combat corruption and 
orgimised crime, and improve  bord~r management and conditions in facilities for . · 
refugee reception. 
~ · Environment: continue transposition of framework legislation, .establishment and 
coinmencement  of implementation ·of  detailed  approximation  prog~amrnes and 
-implementation strategies related to  individual acts ..  Planning and commencement 
of  implementation of  these programmes and· strategies. 
- •  Energy: in particular establishing a comprehensive, l()ng term, ei1ergy strategy and 
decomrniss1oning  plan  for  the  nuclear  __  power  plant  lgnalina  according  to 
9ommitments entered into in the Nuclear Safety AccoootAgreement. 
· 3.2  Medium-term 
· •  Economic  reforms:  complete  privatisation  process  and  restructuring  of  the · 
banking, energy and agri-food sectors, ensure functioning of Hmd property register 
and align legal framework (bankruptcy and competition legislation, simplification . 
of  business regulations including licensing).  · 
•- Economic  policy:  regular  review of the joint assessment  of  economic  policy 
priorities, within the  Europe ·Agreement  framework,  tocusing  on  satisfying· the 
Copenhagen criteria· for  membership of the  Union and the  acqui~ in the area of 
economic and monetary p,olicy (  co:.ordination of economic policies, submission of 
co11vergence programmes, avoidance of  excessive deficits); Lithuania is  expected 
to  pursue policies which aim to  achieve real convergence in accordance with the . Union's objective.s  of economic  and  social  cohesion,  and  nominal  convergence 
compatible  with  the  ultimate  goal· of adoption  of the .  euro;  Lithuania  is  not 
expected to adopt the euro immediately upon accession.  _ 
•  Reinforcement of institutional and administrative capacity:  development  of 
anti  fraud  unit . and  state  audit  office  and  of budget  and  financial  control 
mechanisms;  improved operation of the judicial system; reinforcement of justice 
_and home affairs institutions (ensuring sufficient and properly trained personnel), 
the reinforcement of  food control administration. 
•  Internal Market: including alignment of  capitalliberalisation, public procwement 
legislation,  reinforcement of competition  authorities,  efficient  enforcement  of 
. competition ·law,  further  alignment of competition  law,  in  particular  state  ·aid 
control;  upgrading  of  standardisation  and  conformity  assessment  structures, . 
establishment  of a  market  surveillance  system  ahd  alignment  of horizontal 
technical  legislation  on  industrial  products,  indirect  taxation  and  statistics, _ 
promotion of enterprise development, including SME's, alignment with the acquis 
· in the fields of  telecoms, consumer protection and the internal energy market. 
•  Justice and home affairs:  finalisatiori  of border  demarcation,  development  of 
effective  border  management,  implementation  of migration  policy  and  asylum 
procedures notably in view of  the Scherigen acquis. 
•  Agriculture:  including  of alignment  with  the  agricultural  acquis  (including 
. veterinary  and  phytosanitary  matters,  in .particular· extema( border  controls), 
completion of land registration and  establishment of a functioning  land  market. 
Development of the capacity to implement and enforce the  CAP, in particular the · 
fundamental management mechanisms and adm{nistrative structures to monitor the 
. agricultural  markets  and  implement  structural  and  rural  development  measures, 
. adoption  and  implementation  of the  veterinary and  phytosanitary  requirements, 
upgrading  of certain. food  processing  establishments  and  testing  and  diagnostic 
facilities, restructuring of  the agri-food sector. 
•  Energy: implementation of a comprehensive energy  strategy based on efficiency 
and  diversification,  including  respect  of nuclear  safety  standards  and  realistic 
nuclear power plant closure commitments. (NSA) 
• ·Transport:.  further  efforts  on  alignment  to  acquis  in  particular  on  maritime 
(safety)  and  road  and  rail  transport,  and  to  provide  necessary  investment  for 
transport infrastructure, notably extension of  trans-European networks.· 
•  Employment  and  social  affairs:  development  of appropriate  labour  market 
structures and joint review of employment policies as preparation for participation 
in EU co-ordination of  employment policies, aiignment of labour and occupational 
health and safety legislation in particular early adoption of the framework directive 
on health and safety at  work,  further  development of an active  so~iat dialogue; 
further.  development  of social  protection;  enforcement  of equal  opportunities 
between women and men, undertake ste"ps to bring public health standards into line 
_ with EU norms. 
•  Envir:onment:  including  the  development  of monitoring  and  implementatjon 
control  structures  and  capacities, :continuous  planning  and  implementation  of 
approximation programmes related to  in~ividuallegal acts.  A particular emphasis 
should be given to drinking water and the waste sector as well as nuclear safety. •  Regional policy and  cohesion:  introduce the legal administrative and budgetary 
framework  for. a  national  policy to  address_  regional  disparities  through  and 
integrated approach, in order to participate in EU structural programmes. 
4.  Programming 
The Phare allocation for the period 1995-1997 h,as.totalled 145  mecti.  Subject to the 
approval of the Phare budget for the remaining .period, the Commission wili confirm 
the  allocations for 1998 and 1999.  In addition, Litl}uania is eligible for support from 
the  "catch-up"  facility.  Financial  proposals . wili  be  submitted · to  the  Phare 
Management Committee-as  provided for in Regulation 3906/89.  Joint financing by 
· the appll.cartt  countries will  be  systematically  required  for all  investment projects. 
Financial assistance from the year 2000 onwards will· comprise aid for agriculture and 
a_ structural instrument which will give priority to  measures similar to  the cohesion 
fund. 
5.  Con~itionality 
Community .assistance will be conditional on Lithuania respect of its commitments 
_under  the  Europe Agreement  as  well  as· continued  progress  in  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria.  Failure  to  respect_ these  general  conditions  could. lead to  a 
decision by "the  Council  on the· suspension of financial  assistance on the  basis  of 
A.J::ticle 4 of Regulation [  ].  Specific project related  con~itions will-be agreed iri 
· each Financing Memorandum. 
6.  · ·Monitoring 
. The implementation of  the Accession Partnership will be monitored in the framework 
. of the Europe Agreement. The Accession Partnership may. be amended ·as  necessary  . 
.  '  .  '  . 
and will be reviewed in 1999. 
.  r 
'  . Council Decision 
on 
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives arid conditions 
contained in the Accession Partnership with Poland 
. THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community; 
Having regard to  RegulatioiJ.  [  ] on assistance to  the  applicant countries in the 
framework  of the pre-accession strategy,  and in particular on the  establishment of 
Accession Partnerships and in particular to Article 2; 
Having regard to the proposal from th.e Commission; 
Whereas  the  European  Council  of Luxembourg his  stated  that  the  Accession 
Partnership  is  a  new  instrument,  the  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-accession 
strategy; 
Whereas Regulation [  1  sets  out that the  Council shall decide on the principles, 
. priorities, intermediate objectives, significant adjustments and conditions applicable 
to each individual Accession Partnership; 
Whereas Community assistance is conditional upon the respect of the  commitments  · · 
contained  in  the  Europe  Agreements and  upon  progress  towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria; 
Whereas  it is  appropriate that the  implementation of the, Accession  Partnership  be 
inonitored in  particular in the framework of  the Europe Agreement;  · 
Whereas the Commi§sibn's  Opinion  presented  an  objective  analysis  on  Poland's 
preparations  for membership  and  identified. a  number  of priority  areas  for  further 
work; • 
\-HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1. 
The. Accession Partnership for Poland will contain, in accordance with Article 2  ~f 
Regulation [  ], the principles,.priorities, intemiediate objectives a~d conditions ~et 
out in the annex which forms an integral part of  this Decision. 
Article 2 · 
Implementation of the Accession Partnership will be. monitored in the framework of 
the Europe Agreement.  · 
Article 3 
This Decision shan·ent~r into force on 15 March 1998. 
Done at .. 
For the Council 
.  r Poland 
ANNEX 
1.  Objectives _ 
'· 
The purpose of the Accession Partnership  is  to  set  out in a  s~ngle framework the 
-- priority areas for further work identified in the Commission's Opinion on Poland's 
application for membership of the European Union, the financial means available to 
help  Poland implement these priorities and  the conditions which will apply to  that 
assistance ..  The Accession  Partnership  will  provide  a- framework  for  a  number of 
policy  instruments  which will  be  used  to  help  the  candidate  countries.  in  their 
preparations for membership.  These will include inter alia the National Progr~e 
fo~ the Adoption of the Acquis to  be-adopted by  Poland,  the Joirit Assessment of 
Economic Policy Priorities the  Pact against organised crime and the internal market 
road maps.  - - --
2.  Priorities 
The main priority area~ identified for each candidate  ~country relate to their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can. be grouped under three broad headings: 
democracy, the rule of law, human rights and the protection of 
minorities 
the economy 
meeting the obligations of membership 
The Accession Partnerships will indicate that Poland will have to address all  issues 
identified ~n the Opinion.  , 
3.  Priorities and Intermediate  Objectives 
Drawing on the analysis ofthe Commission's Opinion and the Council's discussion of 
this, the following short and medium terril priorities and intermediate objectives have 
been identified for Poland. 
The priorities have been divided into  two  groups.  The first should be completed or 
taken  forward  in  1998 'in  order to  be  included  in  the  Commission's :report to  the 
European.Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to. 
complete.  Whilst work is already likely to start on some of these in. 1998, for others 
this depends on steps takeri in 1998. 
Poland  will  be  invited to  draw  up  a National  programme  for  the  Adoption of the 
Acquis (NP AA) by the end of March which should set out a timetable for achieving 
these priorities, intermediate objectives and, where possible and relevant, indicate the 
necessary staffand financial resources.  · 
I  -3.1  Short-term (1998). 
•  .  '  I 
•  Economic reform: establishment of medium-term econoq1ic policy priorities and 
joint.  assessment Within the framework of  the Europe agr('!ement;.  action to address 
·the external deficit;  acceleration of the privatisation of state  enterprises and the 
sound development of  the financial sector.  ·  .  . 
•  Industrial restructuring: adoption by  30  June. and start of implementation of a 
new steel sector restnrcturing programme.  . 
. •  Reinforcement- of institutional  and · administrative  capacity: · in  particular 
improvements in the areas of customs, state aid controls, justice arid home affairs 
ministries  and  serVices,  finanCial  control,_ veterinary  and  phytosanitary controls, 
(particularly as regards facilities at the exteriuil borders), environment, taxation and 
·.  ··  regional policy. 
•  Internal Market: including in the  areas· qf intellectual  and  industrial  property; 
·state aids (strengthening of  monitoring authority, finalisation of  inventory), (public 
procurement) and liberalisation of capital  movements,  the adoption of  a law on 
state aid;  ·  ·  · 
•  Justice and h9me affairs: develop more effective border management and control 
systems in  partic~lar of  the borders with Belarus and the Ukraine and visa regimes. · 
•  Agriculture:  establish · a  coherent  structural_  and  rural  development  policy; · 
· adoption  of implementing  regulations  and  implementation  and  enforcement  of 
veterinary and phytosanitar)r requirements particuladywith regard to the inspection 
and  -control· arrangements  for  protecting· EU. external  borders.  In  particular, 
upgrading of certain food processing establishments (m{lk and meat sectors) ang 
certain testing and diagnostic facilitie's;  .  '  '  .  . 
•  Environment: continue transposition, of framework  legislation,  establishment of' 
.  '  - .  ' 
detailed  approximation . programmes  arid  implementation  strategies  related  to  . 
individual· acts.  Planning  and  commencement  of  implementation  of  these 
prograinmes and strategies. 
3.2 .  Medium-term . 
•  Political criteria: Further attention to  ensuring press freedom and equal access to· 
public services..  .  /  . 
•  Economic  policy:  regular  review of the  joint assessment  of  economic  policy 
priorities,  within  the  Europe  Agreement  framework;  focusing  on  satisfying  the 
Copenhagen criteria for. membership of the  Union and. the  acquis  in  the  area  ~f 
economic and monetary policy (co-ordination of economic policies, submission of 
converge~ce programmes, avoidance of  ~xcessive deficits); Poland is  expected to 
·pursue policies  which  aim to  achieve. real  convergence  in  accordance  with the 
_·  Union's objectives of economic  and -social  cohesion,  and  nominal  convergence . 
compatible with the ultimate goal of  adoption of  t~1e euro; Poland is not expected t'o 
. adopt the euro immediately upon accession. 
• · Reinforcement of institutional and administrative capacity:  development of 
. anti fraud  unit and 'state audit office,  strengthening of finanCial  control capacity; 
improved operation of the judicial system; reinforcement. of  justice' and  home 
. affairs  institutions  (ensuring  sufficient· and  properly  trained.  ·personnel),. '  ' 
strengthening  of  parliamentary  lawmaking  procedures,  improvement_  of  tax 
gathering capacity, the reinforcement of  food control administration. 
•  Internal  Market:  including  completion  of alignment  of public  procurement 
legislation and hcirmonisation of legislation on conformity assessment of products; 
. financial  services, further  improvem~nts in the· field of competition (e.g.  merge_r 
control),  .  efficient  enforcement  of competition  law,  audio-visual,  property 
ownership  and  external  frontier  control,  upgrading·  of  stai).dardisation  and 
conformity  assessment structures, -establishment of a market surveillance system 
and  alignment · of  horizontal  technical  legislation  on  industrial  products', 
reinforcement of the  anti-trust and  state 'aid  authorities,  promotion of enterprise 
development, including SME's, alignment with the acquis in the fields of  telecoms, 
consumer protection and the internal energy market.  · 
•  Justice and home affairs: including development of effective border management 
and implementation of  migration policy and  the new asylum: system as well as the 
fight  against  organised  crime  and ·corruption,  implementation  of reforms  of · . 
legislation on aliens, notably in view of the Schengen acquis. 
•  Agriculture: including alignment with the agricultural acquis (including veterinary 
and phytosanitary matters,  in particular external border controls), 'implementation 
of structural  and. rural  development  policy.  Development  of the  capacity  to 
implement  and  enforce  the  CAP,  in  particular~ the  fundamental  management 
mechanisms and administrative structures to monitor the agricultural markets and 
implement  structural  and  rural.  development  measures,  adoption  and · 
implementation of the  veterinary  and  phytosanitary  requirements,  upgrading  of 
certain  food  processing  e..§.tablishments · and  testing  and  diagnostic  ~acilities, 
restructuring ofthe agri-food sector. 
•  Transport:  further efforts on alignment to  acquis in particular on road transport 
(market  access,  safety  rules  and  taxation)  and  rail,  and  to  provide  necessary. 
investment  for  transport  infrastructure,  notably  extension  of  trans-European 
networks. 
•  Employment  and  Social  Affairs:  development  of appropriate  labour  market 
structures and joint review of employment-policies as preparation for participation 
in  EU co-ordination;  alignment  of labour  and  occupational  health  and  safety 
legislation and development of enforcement· structures in particular early adoption 
of the  framework  directive  on health and  safety  at  work;  enforcement of equal  , 
. opportunities  between  women  and  men;  further  development  of  active, 
·autonomous  social dialogue;  further  development of social  protection,  undertake. 
steps to  ~ring public health standards into line with EU norms. 
•  Environment:  including  the  development  of monitoring  and  implementation 
control  structures  and  capacities,  continuous  planning  and  implementation  qf . 
approximation programmes related to individual legal acts.  A particular emphaiis 
should be given to drinking water, waste water; the waste sector as well as to large 
combustion plants. 
•  Regional. policy  arid  cohesion:  completion  of  legal  basis,  development  of 
administrative  structures  and  budgetary  procedures,  financial  instruments, 
monitoring  and  control  mechanisms  m  order  to  participate  in  EU  structural 
programmes. 4.  Programming 
The Phare allocation for the period 1995-1997 has totalled 526 mecu.  Su~ject to the 
approval of the Phare budget for the remaining period, the Commission will· confirm 
the  allocations for 1998 and 1999.  Financial proposals will be submitted to the Phare 
Management Committee as provided for  in Regulation 3906/89.  Joint financing  by 
.  thy  applicant countries  will  be  systematically  required  for  all  investment projects. 
Financial assistance from the year 2000 onwards will comprise aid for agriculture and 
.  . 
a structural instrument which will  give  priority to  measures  similar to  the cohesion, 
fund. 
5.  Conditionality 
Community  assistance  will  be  conditional  on  Poland  respect  of its  commitments. 
under  the  Europe ·Agreement  as  well  as· continued  progress  in  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen  criteria.  Failure· to  respect  these  general  condition~ could  lead  to  a-. 
decision by  the  Council  on the  suspension  of financial  assistance  on the  basis -of 
Article 4 of Regulation [  J.  Specific project related conditions will be agreed in 
each Fin?llcing Memorandum. 
6.  Monitoring 
The implementation of  the Accession Partnership will be monitored in the framework 
of the Europe Agreement.' The Accession Partnership may be amended as  necessary 
and will be reviewed in 1999.  -Council Decision 
on 
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions 
contained in the Accession Partnership with Romania 
THE COUNCIL OF .THE EUROPEAN: UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community; 
Having regard to Regulation [  ] on  assistance to  the applicant countries in the 
fnunework of the  pre-accession strategy,  and  in  particular on the  establishment' of 
Accession Partnerships and in particular to Article 2; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; , 
Whereas  the  European  Council  of Luxembourg  has  stated  that  the  Accession 
Partnership  is  a  new  instrument,  the  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-accession 
·strategy; 
·Whereas Regulation [  ] . sets  out that the  Council shall decide on the principles, 
priorities, intermediate objectives, significant adjustments and  conditions· applicable 
to each individual Accession Partnership; 
Whereas Community assistance is  conditional·upon the  respect of the commitments  . 
contained  in the Europe  Agreements  and  upon  progress  towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria; 
Whereas  it  is  appropriate that the  implementation of the Acctjssion Partnership be 
monitored in particular in the framework of the Europe Agreement;  -
Whereas  the  Commission's Opinion presented  an  objective analysis  on  Romania's 
preparations .for mef!!bership  and  identified  a  number of priority  areas  for  further 
work; HAS ADOPTED THIS.DECISION: 
Article 1. 
The Accession Partnership for Romania will-contain, in accordance with ArtiC~e 2 of. 
Regulation [  ], the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions set . 
out in the annex which forms an integral part  of  this Decision. 
Article 2 
Implementation' of the Accession Partnership will be monitored in the framework of 
the Europe Agreement. 
Article 3 
This Decision shall enter into force on 15 March 1998. 
Done at .. 
For the Council 
I 
'· Romania 
ANNEX. 
1.  Objectives 
The purpose of the  Accession Partnership  is  to  set out in  a  single ·framework the 
priority areas for further work identified in the Commission's Opinion on Romania's 
application for membership of the European Union, the financial rp.eans  available to 
help Romania implement these priorities and the conditions which will apply to that 
assistance,  The Accession Partnership _will  provide  a  framework  for  a .number of 
policy  instruments which will  be  used  to  help  the . candidate  countries  in  their . 
preparations for membership.  These will include inter alia the National Programme· 
for the Adoption of the Acquis to be adopted by Romania, the Joint Assessment of 
Economic Policy Priorities, the Pact against organised crime and the internal market 
road maps. 
2. ·  Priorities 
The main priority areaS  identified for each candidate country relate to their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can be grouped under three broad headings: 
democracy, the rule of law, human rights and the prot~ction of 
minorities 
the economy 
meeti~g  the obligations of membership 
The Accession Partnerships will indicate that Romania will have to  address all issues 
/ identified in the Opinion. 
In view of  the fact that the Opinion highlighted the serious difficulties which Romania 
faces in coping with competitive _pressure  and market forces within the Union in the 
medium term, Romania needs to make considerable 'further efforts in order to meet the 
economic  conditions  for  membership.  Despite  the  progress  that  has  been  made, 
Romania  needs  to  transpose  and  take  on  the  essential  elements  of the  acquis 
·particularly as regards the internalinarket. 
3;  .Priorities and Intermediate Objectives 
Drawing·on the analysis ofthe Commission's Opinion and the Council's discussion of 
this, the following short and medium term priorities and intermediate objectives have · · 
· been identified for Romania. 
The priorities have been divided into two  groups.  The first  should_ be completed or 
taken forward  in  1998  in order  to.  be  included in  the  c·ommission's report to  the 
European Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to 
.. complete. Whilst w~rk  is al~eady likely to  start on some of these in 1998, for others 
. this depends on steps tak~n in 1998..  " 
Romania will be invited to  dr~w up a National_programme for the Adoption of the 
Acquis ('NP AA) by the end of March which should set out a· timetable for achieving 
these priorities; intermediate obJectives and, where possible and relevant, indicate the 
necessary staff  and financial-resources. 
3.1  Short-term (1998) 
•  Economic reform: establishment of medium-term economic policy priorities and 
joint assessment within the frame\York of  the Europe agreement; joint assessment 
of economic policy priorities in the framework of the Europe Agreement;. make 
satisfactory progress on the Government's economic reform programme, including.· 
the privatisatiori of two banks, the transformation into; commercial "companies of 
I  .  .  . 
most regies  autonomes,  the .efficient  implementation of the  foreign  investment 
regime, and restructuring/ privatisation of  a number of large state-owned industrial 
and agricultural companies (notably by  r~ducirtg their losses and financial arrears); 
continue  the  implementation of the  agreements· with  the  internatio-nal  financial· 
institutions. 
•  Reinforcement of institutional and  administrative capacity:  adoption of  draft 
law on the civil service and progress in public administration reform, phytosanitirry 
and veterinary controls, particularly as regardsfac_ilities at the external ~orders, the 
financial sector (strengthening of supervisory bodies of banking, fipancial services 
and  capital  II1arkets),  customs;  strengthening  of financial  control  and  auditing 
mechanisms  -and  competition,  anti-trust  and  state  aid  monit'oring  bodies, 
environment and strengthening of the nuclear regulatory  ~uthority, begin· to set up 
structures needed for reg;ional and.structural policy. 
•  Internal Market: including the restructtiring of the banking sector and the capital· 
markets,  the  completion  of company  law reform,  including  measures·  for  the 
promotion of enterprise. development- and  SME's,  foreign  direct  investment, 
harmonisation  and !mproved application  of indiiect taxation.  ·  Establislm1~nt of 
standardisation and conformity assessment structures. 
•  Justice  and  ~orne Affairs:  concrete steps  to combat corruption and organised 
crime and improved border management.  ·  ·  · 
•  Enviro11:ment:  continue transposition of framework  legislation,  establishment of 
·detailed  approximation  programmes  and  implementation  strategies  related  to 
individual  acts.  . Planning  and  commencemei1t  of  imph~mentation  of  these 
programmes and· strategies. 
3.2  Medium-term 
•  Political  criteria:  continuation  of child  protection  reform,  further  efforts  to 
integrate  the  Ro~a, protection  of individual  lioerties  and  impr~vement of the ·  · 
. functioning ofthe courts.· 
•  Economic reform: "Particular attention.should be devoted to creating the b~sis for 
a sustained increase of  productivity and to the further restructuring/privatisation of 
the state-owned enterprises, including banks. •  Economic  policy:  regular review of the joint assessment of economic  policy 
priorities,  within the  Europe  Agreement  framework, focusing  on  satisfying  the 
Copenhagen criteria for  membership of the  union and the acquis  in  the  area of 
· economic and monetary policy (co-ordination of  economic policies, submission of 
convergence programmes, avoidance of  excessive deficits); Romania is expected to 
pursue  policies  which  aim to  achieve  real  convergence  in  accordance  with the 
Union's  objectives  of economic and  social cohesion,  and  nominal  convergence 
compatible with.the ultimate goal of adoption of  the euro; Romania is not expected 
to adopt the euro immediateliupon accession. 
•  Reinforcement of institutional and administrative capacity:  iri  particular the . 
implementation  of a  comprehensive  public  administration  reform  programme; 
major  efforts  to  improve public administration; including  competition,  customs 
and  taxation  authorities,.  strength.ening  of internal  financial  control;  improved 
operation  of the  judicial  system;  reinforcement  of justicy  and  home  affairs 
institutions (ensuring sufficient and properly trained personnel), the reinforcement 
of  food control administration.  ·  ·  . 
•  Internal Market: including  major efforts  to  £\pproximate  legislation and  set up 
implementation structures,  harmonisation of public procurement, enforcement of 
intellectual property rights,  insurance,  competition policy,  in particular efficient 
enforcement of  competition law, adoption of  a law on state aid and a first state aid . 
inventory, reinforcement of standardisation of conformity  asse~sment  structur~s, 
establishment  of  a  market  surveillance  system  and  alignment  of  technical 
legislation on industrial' products, prornotion of enterprise development, including 
SME's, alignment with the acquis in the fields  of telecoms, consumer protection 
and the internal energy market. 
•  Justice and home affairs:  including  pursuit  of refonn of institutions  and· the 
judiciary; improvement of  border managemeqt systems,_ capacity to h;mdle asylum 
and migration questions, fight against organised crime and  corr~ption, notably  in 
view of the Schengen acquis. 
•  Agriculture: including alignment with the agricultural acquis (including veterinary 
and phytosanitary matters, in particular external border control~),  Development of 
the  capacity  to  implement, and  enforce  the  CAP,  in  particular the· fundamental 
management mechanisms and administrative structures to  monitor the agricultural 
markets and implement structural and rural  develppment measures,  adoption and 
implementation  of the  veterinary  and  phytosanitary  requirements,  upgrading  of 
certain  food  processing  establishments  and  testing  and  diagnostic  facilities, 
restructuring of the .agri-food sector..  · 
•  Transport:  further efforts on alignment to  acquis  in particular on maritime and 
road freight sectors (safety rules), and to provide necessary investment for transport 
infrastructure, notably extension of trans-European networks.  · 
•  Employment  and  social. affairs:  development  of appropriate  labour  market 
structures and joint review employment policies as preparation for participation in 
EU  co-ordination;  alignment  of  labour  and  occupational  health  and·  safety 
legislation and development o( enforcement structures in particular early adoption · 
of the  tramework directive  on  health  and  safety  at  work;  enforcement of equal . 
opportunities  between  women  and  men;  enforcement  of  equal  opportunities 
between  women  and  men;  further  development  of. active,  autonomous  social . , dialogue;  development _of  adequate  social  protection,  undertake  steps  to .  brihg 
public health standards into l_ine with EU norms-. 
•  Environment:· including  the  development· of monitoring· and  implementation 
control  stnicture:s  and  capacitfes,  continuous  planp.ing  and  imprementation ·of_· 
approximation programmes related to individual-· legal acts.  A particular emphasis 
should be given to air and the water sector. 
•  Regional  po!icy  an  .. d,  cohesion:  complete · establishment · of  legal  basis, 
dev~lopment of  administrativ~ structures and budgetary procedures. Strengthening 
financial  instruments  and  control  mechanisms . in .  order  to  participate  in  EU 
structural programmes. 
4.  Programming 
The Phare allocation for the period 1995-1997 has totalled 284 mecu. Subjectto the 
approval of the Phare budget for the remaining period, the Commission will confirm 
,the  allocations for  1998 and -1999.  In addition, Romania is eligible for support from 
the catch-up facility.  Financial proposals will be· submitted to the Phare Management 
. Committee as proviqed for in Regulation  390~/89. Joint financing by the applicant 
countries  will  be·  systematically· required  for  all  investment· projects.  ·Financial 
assistance  from  the  year  2000  onwa,rds  will· comprise _·aid  fot:  agriculture  and  a 
structural  instrument whicp  V:..ill  give  priority  to  measures  siinilar  to  the  cohesion 
fund.  · ·  - · ·  · 
5.  Conditionality . 
.  . 
.  -
Community assistance will  be  conditional  on  Romania respect of its  cqmmitments 
under  the  Europe  Agreement  as  well-as  continued  progress. in· fulfilment  of the· 
Copenhagen  critefia.  Failure  to  respect  these  general  conditions  could  lead  to  a. 
·decision· by  the  Council  on the  suspension of financial  assistanc~ on  the  basis  of 
· Article 4 of Regulation [  · ·  ].  Specific project related conditions wilf'be agreed in 
each Financing Memorandum. · 
6.  '  Monitoring 
The imph!mentatiori of  the Accession Partnership will be monitored ih the framework . 
of the Elirope Agreement.  The Accession Partnership may be amended as  neces~ary 
and will be reviewed il) 1999. Council Decision 
on 
4  -
the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions 
contained in the Accession Partnership with Slovakia 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPE{\N UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community; 
-·Having regard to Regulation [  ] on assistance to  the  applicant countries in the 
framework of the pre-accession strategy,  and in particular  o-n  the establishment of 
Accession Partnerships and in particular to Article 2;  · 
Having rc;gard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas  the  European,  Council  of Luxembourg  has  stat~d  that  the  Accession 
Partnership  is  a  new instrument;  the  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-accession 
strategy; 
Whereas Regulation [  ] sets  out that the  Council shall  d~cide on the  principles, 
priorities,  intem1edia_te  objectives, significant adjustments and  conditions_ applicable 
·to each individual Accession Partnership;  · 
Whereas .  Community assistance is coi1ditional-upon the respect of. the commitments 
contained in  the Europe  Agreements  and  upon  progress  towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen ciiteria;. 
· Whereas it is appropriate that the  implementation of the Accession  Partnership  be 
~1onitored in particular in the framework of  the Europe Agreement; 
Whereas  the Commission's Opinion presented  an  objective  analysis  on  Slovakia's 
preparations  for  membership  and  identified  a  number of priority  areas  for  fm1her 
work; 
I 
\ 
i)/ HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISJON: 
. Article 1 
The.AccessionPartnership for Slovakia will contain, ih accordance with Article 2 of 
Regulation [  ], the principles, priorities, intennediate objectives and conditions set· 
out in the annex which forms anJntegral part ofthis Decision. 
Article 2 
l!nplementation of the Accession Partnership will be monitored in the framework of 
the Europe Agreement. 
Article 3 · 
This Decision shall enter into force on 15 March 1998. 
Done at ... 
For the Council Slovakia 
ANNEX 
1.  Objectives  -
The purpose of the Accession Partnership  is  to  set out in a  single framework  the 
priority areas for further work identifie:d in the Commission's Opinion on Slov'akia's 
·application -for membership of the European Union, the financial means available to 
help Slovakia implement these priorities and the conditions which will apply to that 
assistance.  The Accession Partnership  will  provide a  framework  for  a  number of 
policy  instruments  which  will  be  USt:d  to  help  the  candidate  COUntries  in their 
preparations for  membership. These will include inter alia the National Prograrpme 
for the Adoption of the Acquis to be adopted by Slovakia, the Joint Assessment of 
Economic Policy Priorities, the Pact against organised crime and the internal market 
road maps. 
2.  Priorities 
The main priority areas identified for each candidate country relate to their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can be grouped under three broad headings: 
democracy, the rule of law, human rights and the protection Of. 
'minorities 
the economy 
meeting the obligations of  membership 
The Accession Partnerships will indicate that Slovakia will have to address all issues . 
identified in the Opinion. 
In view of  the fact that the Opinion highlighted a number of problems which Slovakia 
~auld face  in  meeting  the  Copenhagen  criteria,  a  parti~ular effort  is  needed  to 
consolidate the stability and functioning of its democratic institution~ and the extent to 
which they are rooted in political life. 
3.  Priori!ies and Intermediate Objectives 
· ·Drawing on the analysis of  the Commission's Opinion and the Council's discussion of. 
this, the following short and medium term prio~ities and intem1ediate objectives have 
been identified for Slovakia  . 
. The priorities have been divided into  two  groups.  The first should be  completed or 
taken forward  in  1998  in order to  be  included  in  the  Commission's report  to  the 
European Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to 
complete. Whilst work is  already likely to  start on some of these in 1998, for others 
this depends on steps taken in 1998. . Slovakia will be invited to  draw up  a·National programm·e  for  the  Adoptio-n  of the . 
Acquis (NPAA) by the end of March which should set out a timetable for achieving 
·these priorities, intermediate objectives and, where possible and relevant,  i~dicate tQ.e 
necessary staff and financial resources. 
3.1  Short-term (1998) 
- •  Political criteria:  free  and fair Presidential, national and local elections in 1998; 
ensuring effective opposition participation in. parliamentary oversight committees 
and supervisory boards; the adoption of  legislative provisions on min~rity language 
use and  related implementing measures.  . . 
•  ~coliomic reform:  establishment of.medium-term economi~ policy priorities arid 
joint assessment within .the framework of the Europe agreement;  implementation 
of pollcies  aimed  at  tackling  internal  and  external  imbalances  and  sustaining -
macroeconomic  stability;  progress  on  structural  reforms,  and  on  market-driven 
e~terprise;  finance  and  b~ng  restructufin~.  ap.d  to  continue  the  process  of  .... 
conversion of  energy intensive heavy industrie~. 
•  Reinforcement  of institutional  and  administrative  capacity:  including  the 
adoption of a civil ·service law and ,de.velopment of  public admimstration reforin 
strategy with  emphasis on the  strengthening o{  administration dealing with EU 
accession,  institutional_ strengthening in the  area of environment,  veterinJITy  arid 
phytosanitary  administrations,_ particularly  as  r'egards  faciliti~s  at  the  external 
bo.rders, -begin to set up structures needed for regional and structural policy  .. 
• · Internal  Market:  including  continued.  legisla~ive  alignment  in  the  field~  of 
standards  and  certification,  state  aids  (progress  towards  ·adoption· of a  law), 
intellectual pro.perty (alignment of legislation), public procurement and agriculture. 
(veterinary  and  phytosanitary  fields),  establishment  of  standardisation  and 
conformity assessment structures. 
•  Environment, cohtinue transposition of framework  legislation,  establishmept of 
detailed  approximation  programmes  and  implementation  strategies  related · to 
'  .  ' 
individual  acts.  Planning  and  commencement  of implementation  of  these 
programmes and strategies. 
3.2  Medium-term 
•  Political criteria: further steps to ensure respect for the Constitution and rights of 
the opposition, to  guarantee the independence of the judiciary, arid;  to  foster and 
strengthen· the functionin_g of  the in?titutions ·of democracy, NGOs, an independent 
media and the policies and institutions protecting the rights of  minorities.  - · 
•·  Economic  policy: .. regular-review  of the  joint .assessment  of economic  policy 
priorities,  within  the  Europe Agreement  framework,  focusing .  on  satisfying  the 
Copenhagen criteriafor membership of the  Union  and  the  acquis  in  the  area  of_ 
·economic and monetary policy (co-ordination of economic policies, submission of 
convergence progr_ammes, avoidance of excessive deficits); Slovakia is expected to~· 
pursue  policies  which  aim to  achieve  real  convergence  in  accordance  with  the 
Union's objectives ·of.economic and  social  cohesion,  and  nominal  convergence 
compatible with the ultimate goal of  adoption of  the euro; Slovakia is not expected 
: to adopt the euro immediately upon accession..  ·  " •  Reinforcement  Of  institutional and  administrative  capacity:  the  state  audit 
office,  financial  control  and  internal  audit  functions;  customs,  banking  and. 
financial market supervisory  -bodies, regional development institutional  structure~ 
and  budgetary  mechanisms;  improved  operation  of  the  judicial  system; 
reinforcement  ofjustice  and  home  affairs  institutions  (ensuring  sufficient  and 
properly trained personnel), the reinforcement of food control administration. 
•  Internal, Market: including alignment of legislation and effective  impleme~tation 
and· enforcement in the fields of standards and conformity assessment, competition 
(anti-trust and state aids monitoring and transparency) indirect taxation, intellectual 
property  (enforcement),  financial  services,  data  protection  and . audio-visual, 
reinforcement  of  standardisation  and  conformity  assessment  structures, 
establishment  of  a  market · surveillm1ce  system  and  alignment"  of  techniCal 
legislation on industrial products, promotion of enterprise development, including 
SME's, alignment With  the acquis in the  fields of telecoms, consumer protection 
and th~ internal energy market.  .  · 
· •. Justice  and  Home  Affairs:  further  development  and  strengthening  of JHA 
institutions (with a view in particular to  ensuring -the accountability of the "police, 
and  the  independence  of the  judiciary), ·to  further  develop  effective . border . 
management; to fight organised crime and corruption, and to align visa policy with 
that of the EU and to· complete alignment to  international conventions, improve 
capacity  to  handle  asylum  and  migration  questions,  notably  in  view  of  the 
Schengen acquis.  . 
· •  Agriculture: including alignment with the agricultural acquis (including veterinary 
and phytosanitary matters, in particular external border controls). Development of 
the  capacity  to  implement  and  enforce, the  CAP,  in ·particular  the  fundamental 
management mechanisms and administrative structures to monitor the agricultural -
markets and implement structural and rural development measures, adoption and 
implementation of the  veterinary  and  phytosanitary  requirements,  upgrading  of 
. certain  food  processing  establishments  and  testing  arid  diagnostic  facilities, 
restructuring of  the agri-food sector. · 
•  Energy:  implementing  a  comprehensive  energy  strategy  which·  foresees  the 
alignment  to  and  implementation  of  EC  energy  legislation  as  well  as  the 
strengthening of the nuclear safety authority the completion of Mochovce nuclear 
power station according to international safety standards, and implementation of a 
realistic prognimme for the closure of the Bohunice plant. 
•  Transport:  further efforts on alignment to  .acquis in particular on road transport 
(market  access,  safety  rules  and  taxation)  and  rail,  and  to  provide  necessary 
in:vestment  for  transport  infrastructure,  notably  extension  of  trans-European 
networks. 
•  Employm_ent  and  social  affairs:  development  of appropriate  labour  market 
structures and joint review of employment policies as preparation for participation 
in EU co-ordination of  employment policies,: alignment of labour and occupational· 
health and safety legislation, in pat1icular early adoption of  the framework directive 
on  health and safety  at work,  further  development of an  active  social dialogue; 
further  development  of  adequate  social  protection;  enforcement ·of  equal 
opportunities  between  women  and  men,  undertake  steps  to  bring  public  health 
standards into line with EU norms .. - ; 
•  Environment:  including  ·the  development  of monitoring  and  implementation 
.  .  .  ~  . 
~ontrol  structures· and  capacities,  continuous  planning  and  implementation  of __  ,· 
approximation programrn:es related to individual legal acts.  A particular emphasis 
should  be ·given  to  air,  water  and  the  waste  sector  as  well  as. the  integnited 
. industrial pollution control and risk management. . 
•  _Regional  policy  and  cohesion:  establishment· of a -legal,  administrative  and 
budgetary framework for an integrated-regional policy in order _to participate in EU· . 
structural programmes,  .  I  , 
4.  Programming  / 
The Phate allocation for the period _1995-1997  has· totalled 95  mecu  .. Subject to the 
. approval of the Phare budget for the remaining period, _the  Commission will confirm 
the  allocations· for  199.8  and 1999 in a<;lditiori,  Slovakia is· eligible for support from 
· the catch-!lP facility. ·Financial_ proposals will be submitted to the Phare Mal)agement · 
Coinmittee as  provided for in Regulation  3906/8~.  Joint financing by the applicant· 
couritries  will  be  systematically  required .  for  all  inyestment  projects.  , Financi~ll . 
ass! stance  from  the  yeat  2000  onwards. will · comprise  aid  for  agriculture  and  a  · 
structural  instrument which  will  give  priority  to  measures  similar to  the cohesion 
fund.  .  /.  .  ' 
5.  Conditionality  -.  . 
Community assistance will be·  conditional  on Slovakia respect of its  ~ommitments 
under  the  Europe  Agreement  as  well  as  continued  progress .in  fulfilment of the 
Copenhagen  crite~ia  .. Failure to respect  these  gerieral  conditions  could  le_ad  to a 
· decision  by the  Council on the  suspension of firianci~l assistance  on the  ba~is of 
Article4 of  Regulation [  ].  Spedfic project related conditions wili be agreed in 
each Financing Memorandum.  ·  ·.  · 
6.  Monitoring 
The  .. implementation of  the Accession Partnership will be monitored in the framework 
of the Europe Agreem~~t. The .Accession Partnership may be amended··-as  ri~cessary · 
and will be reviewed in 1999. 
1." 
/ 
'·. . Council Decision 
on 
· the prhiciples, priorities, intermediate obJectives and conditions 
contained in t~eAccession  Partnership ;vith Slovenia 
THE-COUNCIL-OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
'  -
Having regard to _the Treaty establishing the European Community;. 
I  .  . 
Having regard to Regulation [  ] on assistance to the applicant countries· in the 
framework  of the pre-accession strategy,  and  in particular on  the  establishment of· 
·Accession Partnerships and in particular to Article 2;  · 
Having regard to the proposal from the: Commission; 
Whereas  the· European  Council  of Luxembourg  has  stated  that  the  Accession. 
Partnership  is  a  new  !nstrument~  th~~  key  feature  of the  enhanced  pre-accession 
strategy; 
Whereas Regulation [  ] sets out that the  Council shall decide  on the ·principles, 
.  priorities,  interlnediate. objectives,  significant adjustments  and conditions- applicable 
·to each  individual Accession Partnership;  · 
Whereas Community assistance is. conditional' upon the respect of the commitments 
contained in the Europe .Agreeme_nts _and  upon  progress  towards  fulfilment  of the 
Copenhagen criteria; ·  ..  ·  · 
Whereas it is  appropriate that the  implementation of the Accession partnership ~be· 
monitored  in  particular  in  the ·framework of the  Cooperation  Agreement  and  the 
Europe Agreement upoJ? its entry into force;  . 
Whereas the  Commission's  Opinion presented an  objective  analysis  on  Slovenia's · 
preparations  for  membership  and 'idc:ntified a  number  of priority  areas  for· further 
.work;·  - -
- J HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1  ~. 
The A,cc~ssion Partnership for Slovenia will coritain, in· accordance with Article 2 of 
Regulation [ .  ], the I?rinciples, priorities, intermediate objeCtives and conditions set 
out in the aiilllex which forms an integral pari of  this Decision.  . 
· Article 2 
Implementation ofthe< Accession Partnership. will be monitored in the framework of 
the Cooperation Agreement and the Europe Agreement upon its entry into  fo~ce.  . 
Article 3 
'  Thls Decisionshall enter into for~e on)  5 Mar~h 1998. 
Done at ..  · 
For the Council 
I.  -Slovenia 
ANNEX 
1.  Objectives 
The· purpose of the Accession Partnership  is  to  set  out in a  single framework the · 
priority areas for further work identified in the Commission's Opinion on Slovenia's 
application for membership of the European Union, the financial!Jleans available to 
help Slovenia implement these -priorities and the conditions which will apply to that 
assistance.  The ·Accession Partnersncip  will  provide a  framework .for· a  number of 
policy  instruments  which  will  be  used to  help  the  candidate  countries  in  their 
preparations for membership.  These will include inter alia the National Programme 
for  the Adoption of the Acquis to  be adopted by Slovenia, the Joint Assessment of 
Economic Policy Priorities, the Pact against organised crime and the internal market 
road maps.  --
_) 
2.  _  Criteria · 
-
The main priority areas identified for each candidate country relate to their ability to 
meet the Copenhagen criteria and can be grouped_ under three broad headings:· 
democracy, the rule oflaw, human rights and_the protection-of_ 
minorities 
the economy 
meeting the obligations of  membership 
The Accession Partnerships will indicate that Slovenia will have to address all issues 
identified in the Opinion. 
3.  Priorities and Intermediate Objectives 
. Drawing on the analysis oithe Commission's Opinion and the Council's discussion of 
this, the following short and medium term priorities and intermediate objectives have 
been identified for Slovenia. 
) 
The priorities have been divided into two  groups.  The first should be completed or 
taken forward  in 1998  in order to  be  included  in the  Commission's report to the 
European Council at the end of 1998. The second are expected to take several years to 
complete. Whilst work is  already likdy to  start on some ofthese ii1  1998, for others 
thi~ depends on steps taken in 1998.  · 
Sloyenia will be invited to draw up a National programme for  the Adoption of the. 
Acquis (NP  AA) by the end of March which should set out a timetable for achieving 
these priorities, intermediate objectives and, where possible and relevant, indicate the 
_necessary staff and financial resources. '  -
'•3.1  Short-term (1998) 
•  Economic reform:  establishment of medium-term economic policy priorities and 
_  joint assessment  within  the  framework  of the·  Interim!  Cooperation  agreement; 
sustainable reduction of government deficit; action on market-driven restructuring 
in the enterprise, finance and banking· sectors and preparation of  pension reform. 
· •  Reinforcement  of  institutional  and  ·admjnistrative  capacity:  ·in  particular 
introduction of  civil service act, improvements in the areas of the judiciary' of land 
registration,  phytosanitary and  veterinary administration,  particularly  as  regards 
.facilities at the e~temal  borders,  fin~cial control and 8:Udit functions, institutionai · 
strengthening in the area of  environment,  being  to  set  up  structures  needed  for 
regional and structural poliCy. 
•  lnternal Market: including in the areas of indirect t,axation,. adoption of  VAT law_ 
·.  and_ 'preparation _for implementation in  1999' of standardisation  and  certification 
(conformity  as~essm~nt), technical  regulati~ms, and .of company  legislation  and. 
libe'ralisation  of capital  movements;- establishment'  of a  state  aiq ·monitoring 
authority, a first aid inventory and the creation of a legal framework for state aid 
control, progress towards adoption of  an anti trust law.  .  _ 
•  Property  law:  .  further  clarification  of  the  situation _  peJ;iaining  to . property 
legislation.  .  . 
•  Environment:  continue  transposition  of fnimework  legislation,· fi'nalising  the . 
detailed  approximation  programmes  and  implementation  strategies  rela~ed  to 
··individual  acts.  .  Planning  and  commencement  o.f  implementation·  of .  these 
programmes and strategies.  .  · 
· 3.2 .  · Medium-term 
• . Political criteria: pursue efforts to ·improve the working of  the judicial system and 
speed up property restitution.  · 
•  Economic  policy:  reg~lar review of the  joint assessment  of  economic  policy 
priorities,· within  the  Europe  Agreement  framework,  focusing  on  satisfying  the 
Copenhagen.criteria.for membership of the  Union and  theracquis  in the  area of 
. economic and monetary policy (co-ordination (of ec;onomic policies, submis.sion of 
convergence programme-s, avoidai1te of  excessive defiCits); Slovenia is expe-cted-to 
· - ·pursue policies  which .  aim to  achieve  real  convergence  in ·  accordan~e ·with the. 
Union's  objectives  of economic  and  social  cohesion,  and  nominal  convergence 
compatible with the ultimate goal of  adoption of the euro_;  Slovenia is not expected 
to adopt the.euro immediately upon,accession.  .  ·  -
•  Reinfor~ement of institutional ami  administrative capacity:  as  regards  publ~c 
procurem~nt,  supervision  of  t11e  insurance  and  security · market,  the  Slovene 
Competition  · Office,  completion  ._of  coinpeti~ion  law,  .  development  ·and 
impiemen,tation of agric;:ultural  and  regional' polici~s, customs· administration and 
enforcement  of the  customs  code;  improved  openitibri .  of the  judicial  system; 
~einforcement of justice  and  home  affairs  institutions  (ensuring  sufficient  and. 
properly trained personnel), the:reinforcemem of fgod control administration. 
•  . Internal Market:  including the  alignment of legislatibn on public· procm'ement, 
.financial_services, .  state  aid_  (in  particular  alignment  of monitoring rules  and . 
exclusive  and  speci~l  rights),- upgrading  of  standardisatioz1·· and  conformity 
assessment structures; establishmeqt ofa market surveillance system and alignn1ent. 
c;_o of horizontal  technical  legislation  on  industrial  products,  increased  efforts  to 
/ 
liberalise the capital market and to facilitate foreign investments, further alignment 
of consumer protection, reinforcement of the competition ·office and the state aid 
monitoring  authority,  effiCient  enforcement- of competition  law,  promotion  of  • 
. enterprise developm~nt, incl~ding SME's, alignment with the 'acquis in the fields 
of  telecoms, consinner protection and the internal energy market. 
•  Justice and home affairs: completion of alignment ·to intc;rnational conventions, 
particularly  in  criminal  field,  fight  against ·organised  crime  and  corruption, 
implementation of migration policy and asylum procedures, notably in view of  the 
Schengen acquis.  .  .  .  ' 
·  •  Nuclear safety: nuclear policy and inve.stme~t  .Plans to be adjusted in line with the 
results of the seismic risk assessment to be carried out in the surroundings of the 
Krsko N_PP. 
'  . . 
•  _Agriculture:  ·establishment  of  a  functioning  land  registry,  strengthening  of 
structural' and rural development policy, including alignment with the agricultural 
a<;quis (including veterinary 'and phytosanitary matters, in particular external border 
controls).  Pevelopinent of the capacity to  implement and  enforce the CAP; in 
- particular the fundamental management mechanisms and administrative structures. 
to monitor the agricultural markets and implement structural and rural development ·  .  .  . 
measures: ,  adoption  and  inwlem:entation  of .  the  veterinary  and  phytosanitary 
requirements, ·upgrading of  certain food processing establishments and testing and 
diagnostic facilities, restructuring of  the agri-_food-sector. 
•  Transport:  further efforts on alignment to a'cquis  in particular on road transport 
.. (market  access;  safety  ~ules and taxation)  and  rail,  and  to. provide  necessary 
investment·  for  transport  infrastructure, -.notably  extension'-of  trans-European 
networks.  · 
•  Employment  and  Social  Affairs:  development  of appropriate  labo_ur  market· 
structures artd joint review of employment policies as. preparation for participation 
in  EU  co-ordination;  alignment ·of labour  and  occupational  health  and  safety 
legislation and development of enforcement structures in particular early adoption 
of the framework directive on health and  safety at work;  enforcement oCequal 
opportunities  between  .women  and  men;  further  development  of  active,_ 
autonomous sodal dialogue; further development of  adequate social protection. 
•  Environment:  including  the~ development. of morutoring  and  implementation 
control  structures  arid  capacities,  continuous  planning  and  implementation  of 
appr9ximation programmes related to individual legal acts.  A particular emphasis· · 
should be given  to the waste  water 'sector  as  well  as  the  integrated  industriai 
pollution controL and risk management.  . 
•  Regional policy and cohesion: introduce the legal administrative ahd budgetary 
framework  for  a  national  policy  to  address. regional  disparities  through . and 
integrated approach, in order to participate in EU structural programmes~ 
4.  Programming 
The Phare allocation for the period 1995-1997 has totalled 72 mecu.  Subject to the 
approval of the Phare.budget.for the remaining period, the Commission will confirm 
the  allocations for 1998 and 1999 ..  Financial proposals will be submitted to the Phare Management Committee as provided for in Regulation 3906/89:  Joint financing by 
the applicant countries will  be systematically  required  for ·an  inve~tment projects~ 
Financial assistance from-the year 2000 onwards will comprise aid for agriculture and-
a structural instrument which will give priority to· measures similar to  the cohesion 
. fund. 
- ( 
5.  . . · Conditionality 
Community  assi~tance will  be  c~nditional on Slovenia respect· of its  conimitments 
under_ the  Europe  Agreement  as  well as  continued  progress  in . fulfilment  of the  . 
Copenhagen criteria.  Failure  to  respect  these  general. conditions  could  lead  to  a· 
decision by the  Council on the  suspension of financi~l assistance  on ·the basis  of. 
Article 4 of  Regulation [ _·-- ].  Sp~cific project-related condition~ will be agreed in 
each Financing Memorandum.  - · . 
6.:  Monitoring · 
'  '- -
The implementation of  the .Accession Partnership will be rrionitored in the framework 
of the Europe Agreement. The Ac~ession Partnership may be amended as-necessary 
and will be reviewed in 1999.  · \  ISSN 0254-1475 
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